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Executive Summary
•

A rail station in Elland and a series of improvements to aid walking and cycling have
been identified as a positive investment for the town and the surrounding area.

•

Between the 18 June and the 20 July a period of public engagement was held
where interested individuals and stakeholders were able to take part in a number of
activities to give their feedback.

•

The main engagement method took the form of a questionnaire and a series of
public drop-in sessions where members of the project team were available to
discuss the project and answer questions.

•

A total of 271 survey responses were received plus seven emails / letters including
two from campaign groups who both showed strong support for the development of
a rail station in Elland and who provided detailed comments and suggestions with
regards to this.

•

The majority of respondents would be very likely (66%) or likely (22%) to use a rail
station in Elland.
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Fig. B. Chart showing the likelihood
of respondents to use a rail station
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•

Support for the rail station plans was almost unanimously high with 94% of
respondents stating that they are happy or very happy with the proposals.

•

Support was also high for the plans to improve the wider walking and cycling
access with 84% happy or very happy with the walking proposals and 67% happy or
very happy with the cycling proposals.

•

Respondents were given the chance to provide further comments in open text
boxes and a number of emerging themes are highlighted below:
o Pleasure that the station will reduce journey times and connections
o Pleasure that the station will increase options for days out
o The need for good, integrated connections to the station from the town
centre and the surrounding area
o The need for the consideration of safety and security of both persons and
belongings throughout the proposals
o Concerns regarding the amount of provision for parking at the station
o Concerns regarding the effectiveness of the chosen location for the station
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1. Background
Good local and regional transport links underpin the development of business and the
creation of new jobs for the Leeds City Region. For this reason, the West Yorkshire
Combined Authority will be using a planned £1bn West Yorkshire plus Transport Fund
targeted at reducing congestion, improving the flow of freight and making it easier for
people to commute to and from expected major growth areas.
A rail station at Elland and a series of improvements to aid walking and cycling in the area
have been identified as an investment that will improve the transport network in
Calderdale, improve connectivity across the town, and support local business.
Between the 18 June and the 20 July a period of public engagement was held where
interested individuals and stakeholders were able to take part in a number of activities to
give their feedback.

2. Engagement Objectives
•

To promote the Elland Rail Station and Access Package scheme

•

To inform local residents, businesses, ward members and potential users of the
proposed plans

•

To gather views to inform the future development of the scheme

3. Methodology
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The engagement was mainly hosted on the Your Voice digital engagement hub.
This contained information on the proposals and the engagement, background
documents and a link to an online survey and discussion forum.
The online survey was hosted on SNAP surveys.
A series of public drop-in sessions were held in Elland and the surrounding area.
Paper copies of the survey were available at drop-in sessions or on request.
Responses were welcomed via email or letter.
A series of press releases were sent out.
Various social media channels were used to promote the engagement including
those of the Combined Authority, Calderdale Council and district partners.
A link to the main webpage was hosted on the consultation and engagement
webpage on the Metro site.
A series of bespoke emails were sent out to a wide ranging stakeholder database.
A variety of promotion tools were utilised including pre-existing newsletters, posters
in bus shelters and other locations, flyering at Brighouse and Halifax rail stations,
messages on real time information displays and internal channels.
A number of stakeholder groups including local councillors and MPs were
specifically targeted with personalised emails.
Representatives from the Combined Authority and Calderdale Council attended the
Elland Town Board, which took place at Southgate Methodist Church, on Tue 10th
July, between 6pm and 8pm.
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4. Summary of Responses
A total of 278 direct responses were received. These can be categorised as follows:
•

Survey responses: 271

•

Emails / letters from individuals: 5

•

Emails / letters from campaign groups: 2

In addition to this, over 2000 individuals visited the Your Voice webpage throughout the
engagement period with 592 visiting multiple pages, 456 downloading documents and 252
viewing the frequently asked questions. Visitors came from a number of channels with
over a half coming direct to the site and almost a quarter coming through links on social
media (Figure. A).

Fig. A. Number of visits over time to the Elland Rail Station Your Voice webpage split by channel.

5. Survey Responses
A marked up questionnaire showing the full and detailed survey responses can be found in
Appendix A. It is highly recommended that this is examined by decision makers.
5.1 Your Travel Habits
•

Respondents were given a list of local locations and asked how frequently, by what
mode of transport and for what purpose they travel there. As the closest large town, it
is unsurprising that Halifax was the most frequently travelled to destination with almost
half (70%) of respondents journeying there at least once per week. Brighouse and
‘Huddersfield, Mirfield, Ravensthorpe or Dewsbury’ were also frequently visited options
with 54% and 53% respectively travelling to these destinations at least once per week.

•

Across the various locations, driving a car was shown to be the most used mode of
transport by a significant margin. This was then followed by train and then bus. It is
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hoped that a rail station in Elland would increase rail use and thereby reduce the need
for car use.
•

Work, leisure and shopping were the most common reasons for travel to all locations.

•

Respondents were shown a map of the two rail routes which will be impacted by a
station at Elland and asked whether they currently travel along either of these routes. A
total of 76% respondents confirmed that they do use this route and they were then
asked which two stations they most frequently travel between.

•

The most frequently used station was Leeds (65%), followed by Halifax (41%) and
Huddersfield (36%). This is unsurprising as these are the largest places along the
routes.

•

Leeds – Halifax was the most frequently travelled route (22%), closely followed by
Leeds – Huddersfield (20%). Halifax – Huddersfield and Leeds – Brighouse were the
next most used routes (8% each).

•

When asked to select the three most important considerations when travelling by rail,
‘train frequency’ came out as most important by a significant margin with 71% selecting
it. ‘Punctuality of service’ and ‘space on the train for all passengers’ were considered to
be of next highest importance with selection by 55% and 50% of respondents
respectively.

5.2 The proposals
•

Respondents were significantly in favour of a rail station in Elland with 66% saying they
were very likely and a further 22% saying they were likely to use it. Only 6% were
unlikely or very unlikely to use the proposed station (Figure. B).

Fig. B. Chart showing the likelihood of respondents to use a rail station in Elland. n = 269.
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•

A full list of the explanations provided for the responses can be found in Appendix C
and it is recommended that decision makers read these in full. Key comments include:

Positives
o Ease and convenience
“Currently travel by car from Hebden Bridge to Elland most working days. Would definitely
use a train service.”
“Getting into Halifax or Huddersfield to catch a train is a real pain. As an Elland resident I
would love this service.”
“I moved to Elland recently and, as someone who would prefer not to use a car, the lack of
a rail station has been the only drawback. This station would make travelling around the
area, and beyond, a lot easier for me and I'd be a frequent user of this proposed facility.”
o The station would enable me to travel more for leisure and/or further afield
“It would encourage me to visit both places more often as bus journeys, especially in rush
hour are quite long and I usually don't bother going because of this.”
“I cycle a lot so a train station would help me get around to popular spots or cycle paths”
“It would more convenient when travelling to London and I would be more likely to
purchase a rail card and travel to more places by train with friends rather than driving.”
o The station would decrease my journey times
“Currently use bus and train to get to work in Leeds. This would drastically reduce
travelling time”
“I currently travel to Bradford on a daily basis, the proposed service will reduced my
travelling time.”
“Would save a lot of time travelling by bus to the station”
•

•

The highest proportion (46%) of respondents would walk to the rail station with 25%
intending to drive cars and a further 10% planning to catch the bus. Although no direct
comparison can be made between current and future journeys as the destinations are
not consistent, the percentage of respondents who intend to drive to the station is
considerably and unfailingly less than those who currently travel by car to reach various
destinations. This may suggest that the proposed station would reduce travel by car in
the area.
Support for the rail station plans was almost unanimously high with 94% of
respondents stating that they are happy or very happy with the proposals and only 3%
being unhappy or very unhappy (Figure. C).
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Fig. C. Chart showing the happiness of respondents with the proposals for a rail station in
Elland. n = 267.

•

A full list of the explanations provided for the responses and other comments regarding
the station proposals can be found in Appendix D and it is recommended that decision
makers read these in full. Key comments include:

Positives
o General support for the project
“Brilliant idea - well over due.”
“I think it is amazing”
“The sooner the better, It's a great idea! The train line already runs through the area.”
o The development and regeneration opportunities that the station will bring to
Elland
“The sooner the better, It's a great idea! The train line already runs through the area. It
would bring business and residents to the area too and generate income for local
businesses.”
“It would be a very positive step in Elland's regeneration.”
o The station will open up opportunities to travel to different locations
“It would offer easy access to both Transpennine routes, giving a better choice of getting to
Leeds via Bradford or via Mirfield/Dewsbury and to Manchester via Hebden Bridge or
Huddersfield and would give a traveller the same choices as Brighouse currently enjoys
and profits from.”
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“I would love to just get on a train from Elland and take my children to places like
Manchester, Leeds, Blackpool or further without having to catch buses to get to the
nearest rail station.”
o The station will reduce congestion
“It’s been very well thought through. Linking Halifax and Huddersfield from Elland would
free up the roads massively.”
“Again, I am just filling out the survey as I feel as though it has direct benefit the state of
the M62 if more commuters can travel to the work via train and not the car.”
Suggestions and desires
o There needs to be plentiful and affordable parking
“Is enough parking being provided - all other rail station car parks are full by 7.30am even
at the new stations?”
“Hope car parking will be free or reasonable.”
“Need provision for park and ride”
o There is a need for good, integrated connections to the station from the town
centre and the surrounding area
“Bus services from rural areas of Elland need to connect to the rail services which they
don't at Brighouse but do at Hebden Bridge.”
“Making it a transport interchange with bus services.”
“Would support the idea of bus services to station. The 503 runs every 10 mins between
Huddersfield and Halifax. If these ran via Lowfields Way it would be a good idea. Or at
least a mini bus like the ones than run around Hebden Bridge.”
o There is a need for adequate security measures to protect people, property and
infrastructure
“The area is known for graffiti and antisocial behaviour, as it is currently unused; I would
hope this would be policed/ monitored well.”
“Vandalism is rife on the bridge that runs over the road leading to Lowfields. I pass that
way regularly and there is always graffiti sprayed onto the side of the bridge which must
mean that those responsible are risking life and limb to do so. I hope measures will be
taken to ensure that the station is sufficiently manned to reduce vandalism. We have
waited a long time for this station, it would be a shame to have it ruined by a few mindless
individuals.”
“I am concerned about safety in areas after dark.”
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o Desired facilities
“The station needs to have plenty of seats for waiting and undercover. There needs to be
facilities i.e. ticket office, toilets and some form of cafe. Not machines.”
“The most significant omission in my opinion is the lack of proper covered platforms. I fully
appreciate that this adds to the costs of the project but I firmly believe that without it the
station will not achieve its full potential. In the proposed location I expect that the platforms
will be exposed to wind and weather. By providing decent covered areas users can shelter
from both sun and rain.”
“An undercover waiting room would be nice.”
Negatives
o Concerns with location
“Building it further West, adjacent to Stainland Road where buses pass less than every ten
minutes throughout the majority of the day, upon the alternative site! That could serve
Salterhebble, Skircoat Green & Siddal as well as Stainland, Holywell Green, West Vale,
Greetland as opposed to just Elland. As it would be extremely well connected by bus and
be within the same distance to Halifax for those living in the lower parts of Skircoat Green,
Salterhebble & Siddal. In turn this would open up more opportunities, provide more
flexibility when travelling between the Lower Valley and the aforementioned destinations
by train. I would then be able to catch the Leeds via Dewsbury service when going home
from work.”
“The most suitable place would be the site of the old Greetland station 1) Construction
would be far cheaper, with far easier and safer access. 2) The car parking potential is
huge. During the day, the 503 bus (plus others) passes the site every twelve minutes. A
bus/rail interchange would be easy to install, adding only minutes to their overall travel
tine. With the huge parking potential, and the lack of decent parking for the existing Halifax
station, this could become the rail hub for the whole of South / Southwest Calderdale. The
current upgrading of the A629 and the proposals in the "new" local plan, make the
arguments for this site even stronger. (All subject to route availability)”
o Concerns that journey time will increase
“The trains are already oversubscribed during peak times. Adding another station without
provisions to improve the rail service is like throwing money over a bridge.”
“What I need is a frequent direct service between Huddersfield and Halifax with good bus
connections either end to University, colleges and hospitals. This proposal will slow it
down even more. The proposed station is not going to be useful without an integrated bus
service.”
•
•

The majority of respondents would use the station for work (65%) and/or leisure (59%)
with 40% using it for shopping.
Support was high for the plans to improve the wider walking and cycling access with
84% happy or very happy with the walking proposals (Figure. D) and 67% happy or
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very happy with the cycling proposals (Figure. E). A notable proportion (20%) of
respondents were neutral towards the cycling proposals; few specific comments have
been provided to explain this. Those who did provide comment either don’t cycle and
therefore feel like the proposals will not affect them, or suggest that their option would
depend on the adequate provision of facilities such as lighting or parking.

Fig. D. Chart showing the happiness of respondents with the proposals for improving walking in
Elland. n = 263.

Fig. E. Chart showing the happiness of respondents with the proposals for improving cycling in
Elland. n = 246.
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•

A full list of the explanations provided for the responses and other comments regarding
the access proposals can be found in Appendix E and it is recommended that decision
makers read these in full. Key comments include:

Positives
o General positives
“If there are clear footpaths available then I would be more likely to access the station on
foot”
“It will be easier walking to and from family and friends and I don't have to cycle all the way
to Elland Bridge to cross the canal and river with my cycle anymore, especially coming
from Huddersfield.”
o Support for improved paths and lighting
“It is pleasing to see that some of the paths identified will be made brighter and more user
friendly. We do use the narrow footpath from the canal through to Lowfields in the summer
quite a bit but it is too dark and scary to use in winter. If your plans go ahead, this will be
addressed and be much better for everyone using it.”
“Walking to a railway station should be pleasant - not isolated, noisy, unpleasant (car
fumes) - decent footpaths and pavements are essential.”

o The proposals will benefit the environment
“Walking and cycling is beneficial to the environment and people’s health so improving
access is an excellent idea!”
“Well maintained cycle and pedestrian routes would promote alternatives to driving. This
would improve the environment by; leasing congestion, reducing harmful emissions,
reduce noise, improve air quality, improve public health.”
Suggestions and desires
o Cost effectiveness of spend
“Perhaps assess probable use of the new route from West Vale to Elland. Would people
really want to walk along the canal in darkness and are they likely to take one of the many
buses that run to Elland. This spend might not be justified, especially if a bridge is
involved. Elland town centre link should be the emphasis of the spend, due to difficult
geography and fast slip roads at the figure of eight roundabout.”
“I suggest someone monitors the volume of cyclists and walkers who use the station, as I
feel the cost of these improvements outweighs the number of people who will benefit.”
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o Easy access and accessibility
“Station needs to be accessible as possible to maximise its use and so that everyone can
benefit”
“Access is key by whatever means car, bus walking and bike”
o There is a need for good, integrated connections to the station from the town
centre and the surrounding area
“Probably a bus service connecting the rail station to Elland centre.”
“The link to the wider network doesn't seem to be strong enough, although I do like the
proposal for a route through the station.”
o There is a need for secure bike locks
“Ensuring there are secure lockers for cycles would be helpful”
“Cycling may influence commuting provided there are trains suitable to take bicycles or
there are bicycle shelters at the station.”
o Safety and security
“Providing personal security is at the top of the agenda”
“I often return late at night from rail trips from London for work via rail. so as a single
female good lighting and a secure safe environment is key for stations on an evening/early
morning especially in the winter times”
Negatives
o General negatives
“Only minor criticism concerns access from Greetland / West Vale. The proposed route is
great but will not be an attractive route in the Autumn / Winter months travelling to/from the
station in the dark. Should an additional route also be considered (via Elland) or better bus
access provided from West / Vale and Greetland towards the station.”
“Much as I hate to say it, it's going to be a long time before the public abandon their cars.
Most people have not got the time to cycle or walk. I feel no more 10% would use these
methods to access the location.”
•

Respondents would use the proposed station for a number of purposes such as work /
work related (65%), leisure (59%) and shopping (40%). This is as expected and
corresponds with current travel habits. Again, no direct comparison can be made but
this suggests that a significant number of people would use the train to make journeys
that they currently make by other modes.
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6. Email and letter responses from individuals
A total of five emails / letters were received from individuals (Appendix F). The majority of
these were positive and clearly support the proposals for a rail station in Elland. A
summary of the key comments, including a number of suggestions and concerns, can be
found below.
Positives
o The station will help to improve the environment and reduce traffic on the roads
“Going forward this seems like a good 'green' approach to me as the roads are only going
to get busier.”
o The station will help improve trade in Elland
“[The station] will take a lot of traffic off the road and bring in more trade to the town.”
Suggests and desires
o Concerns regarding the location
“The proposed location is poor in comparison to the alternative site at Greetland that has
buses passing less than every ten minutes throughout most of the day in between
Huddersfield, Elland, Stainland, Westvale, Greetland and Halifax.”

o Concerns regarding the available facilities
“The proposed facilities are poor for a station that is expected to see 1.2 million rail users
per annum. If the WYCA is serious about a ‘modal shift’ away from the private car then
infrastructure needs to be provided, to make public transport equally if not more attractive.
Ideally in similar form and scale to facilities provided at New Pudsey, Shipley & Horsforth.”
o Technical concerns
“The proposed location prevents the installation of a bi-directional passing loop that would
allow more services to be accommodated, without impacting upon existing passenger or
freight services that impact upon capacity along this route.”
“The proposed station is too short for 6 car trains, the length that the train operator
‘Northern’ are require to run upon this route in order to meet committed obligation 25, their
‘Train Lengthening Programme’.”

7. Email and letter responses from groups / organisations
Detailed responses were received from two campaign groups (Halifax & District Rail Action
Group (Appendix G) and Campaign for Better Transport (Appendix H)). Both of these
groups strongly support the development of a rail station in Elland and provide a range of
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comments and suggestions relating to this. A summary of the key comments can be found
below. However, the responses are extensive and it is strongly recommended that
decision makers read these responses in full.
Halifax & District Rail Action Group:
•

The chosen location is accepted and is greatly enhanced by the wider access package.

•

The wider access package is an exciting element which should greatly enhance
existing leisure routes for walkers and cyclists, as well as promoting sustainable
commuting.

•

There is a need for high quality, frequent train services including fast link to Leeds

•

There is a need for strong pedestrian links and cycle provision between station and
Elland town

•

Although it is hoped that most train users from the area will be encouraged to walk,
cycle, or use bus links to access the station, car parking should be plentiful and
designed to maximise use of the available space.

•

There needs to be adequate provision for bus and minibus services

•

Access, retailing and other arrangements around the station site is generally
impressive, though some suggested requirements have been provided.

Campaign for Better Transport:
•

The location of the site is advantageous compared to the other two currently
proposed new rail stations in West Yorkshire at White Rose and Thorpe Park

•

The station has the potential to provide links to a diverse area but only if frequent
trains to a wide range of destinations stop at Elland station

•

There is not enough car parking provided. The site should act as a rail park and ride
facility.

•

A thorough geophysical investigation is required to determine the sub-surface
conditions of the chosen site.

•

A thorough flood risk assessment of the proposed site is required at an early stage.

•

There will be a need for a bus service that connects the proposed station with the
centre of Elland, local residential areas and wider destinations. A thorough analysis
is required working alongside bus operators of how the bus network should be reconfigured and the internal layout of the site re-thought to make the proposed
Elland railway station a transport interchange hub.

•

The station will improve access to local hospitals.

•

There may be a requirement for a bus service from the station to local schools.

•

As part of preparation for this consultation, it would have been desirable to have
found an initial assessment available of the extent to which modal substitution was
anticipated, and the amount of abstraction of demand from existing public transport
provision (especially from Brighouse rail station services and the X78 bus service)
that was estimated.

•

The walking and cycling proposals are we endorsed whole heartedly but we
consider the cycling proposals need to be made more explicit and distinguished
from the pedestrian proposals.
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•

There is a strong requirement for consideration and assessment of the station’s
impact on carbon, NOx, particulate matter, noise or light emissions.

8. Drop in session feedback
A series of public drop in sessions were held at the location shown in Figure. E. These
sessions gave members of the public a chance to speak to staff from both the West
Yorkshire Combined Authority and Calderdale Council, and ask any questions which they
might have. They also offered a chance for those without access to the internet to view the
plans.

Date

Time

Location

Thurs 28 June

12pm - 6pm

Elland Southgate Methodist Church, HX5 0JL

Weds 4 July

12pm - 6pm

Brighouse Civic Centre, HD6 1RW

Sat 7 July

10am - 2pm

Elland Southgate, Methodist Church, HX5 0JL

Mon 16 July

12pm - 6pm

Halifax Town Hall, HX1 1UJ

Fig. E. Dates, times and locations of the public drop-in sessions

Staff members took notes at these sessions regarding the comments made by attendees
(Appendix. I). It is not possible to quantify these notes as they were not recorded in a
consistent, comparable or measurable way. However, the sentiments can be determined
and each comment can be considered individually. Overall, session attendees reacted
positively and showed support for the both the rail station and the access package
proposals. Comments raised were similar to those which came out as being key through
the surveys responses and include:
•

General support for the proposals

•

Concerns that the proposed car parking facilities will not be sufficient

•

Concerns that proposed car parking facilities will be too big

•

Support for the proposed level of car parking facilities

•

Support for the bridges

•

The need to improve facilities for young people, perhaps through a skate park

•

Concerns regarding safety and security

•

Technical suggestions regarding station infrastructure

•

Concern regarding the location of the station and a preference for it to be in
Greetland

•

Desire for Grand Central trains to stop at the proposed station

•

The need for bus connections to Elland centre and the surrounding area

•

The need for the station to be accessible and in particular concern that the
platforms will be inaccessible if the lifts are not working at any time

•

Concerns regarding the ease of understanding the engagement materials
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Find out more
westyorks-ca.gov.uk
@WestYorkshireCA
enquiries@westyorks-ca.gov.uk
+44 (0)113 251 7272

All information correct at time of print ()

Appendix A: Marked Up Questionnaire

We want to know what you think about plans for the new rail station at Elland and to improve walking and cycling access to the
proposed station locations from across the town and the wider area. Before you complete this survey, please take the time to
familiarise yourself with the plans which can be viewed from www.yourvoice.westyorks-ca.gov.uk/ellandrailstation or on displays at
our drop-in sessions.
SECTION A: YOUR TRAVEL HABITS
1. How often do you currently travel between Elland (or the surrounding area) and the following locations? (please tick one
box per row)

6 - 7 days per
week

4 - 5 days per
week

2 - 3 days per
week

At least once
per week

At least once
per month

At least once
per year

Never

Bradford (n = 195)

8
(4%)

20
(10%)

4
(2%)

12
(6%)

36
(18%)

68
(25%)

47
(24%)

Brighouse (n = 212)

11
(5%)

24
(11%)

23
(11%)

56
(26%)

41
(19%)

33
(16%)

24
(11%)

29
(13%)

32
(14%)

40
(18%)

56
(25%)

43
(19%)

11
(5%)

14
(6%)

Huddersfield, Mirfield,
Ravensthorpe or
Dewsbury (n = 219)

17
(8%)

21
(10%)

26
(12%)

51
(23%)

70
(32%)

17
(8%)

17
(8%)

Leeds (n = 223)

8
(4%)

20
(9%)

10
(4%)

23
(10%)

73
(33%)

61
(27%)

28
(13%)

Halifax (n = 225)

Manchester (n = 205)

4
(2%)

7
(3%)

5
(2%)

7
(3%)

60
(29%)

90
(44%)

32
(16%)

Upper Calder Valley
(Sowerby Bridge,
Mytholmroyd, Hebden
Bridge, Todmorden,
Walsden) (n = 211)

5
(2%)

12
(6%)

13
(6%)

42
(20%)

48
(23%)

54
(26%)

37
(18%)

3
(3%)

6
(7%)

1
(1%)

3
(3%)

17
(20%)

27
(31%)

29
(34%)

Other (please specify) (n =
86)

See appendix B
_____________________

Q2a. How do you usually travel between Elland (or the surrounding area) and the following locations? (please tick one box per
row)

Car
(driver)

Car
(passenger)

Bus

Train

Bicycle

Walk

Taxi /
private
hire
vehicle

Motorcycle

Mixed
modes

I do not
travel to
this
location

Bradford (n = 210)

93
(44%)

17
(8%)

22
(10%)

25
(12%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

7
(3%)

46
(22%)

Brighouse (n = 224)

126
(56%)

16
(7%)

32
(14%)

3
(1%)

5
(2%)

9
(4%)

1
(<1%)

1
(<1%)

6
(3%)

25
(11%)

Halifax (n = 237)

128
(54%)

14
(6%)

56
(24%)

7
(3%)

2
(1%)

4
(2%)

2
(1%)

1
(<1%)

9
(4%)

14
(6%)

Huddersfield, Mirfield,
Ravensthorpe or
Dewsbury (n = 231)

125
(54%)

14
(6%)

53
(23%)

12
(5%)

1
(<1%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

7
(3%)

19
(8%)

Leeds (n = 226)

67
(30%)

9
(4%)

13
(6%)

88
(39%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

1
(<1%)

0
(0%)

20
(9%)

28
(12%)

Manchester (n = 217)

58
(27%)

8
(4%)

6
(3%)

95
(24%)

0
(0%)

1
(<1%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

16
(7%)

33
(15%)

Upper Calder Valley
(Sowerby Bridge,
Mytholmroyd, Hebden
Bridge, Todmorden,
Walsden) (n = 217)

109
(50%)

16
(7%)

19
(9%)

22
(10%)

9
(4%)

1
(<1%)

1
(<1%)

0
(0%)

10
(5%)

30
(14%)

Other (as specified above)
(n = 86)

25
(29%)

4
(5%)

5
(6%)

21
(24%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

8
(9%)

23
(27%)

Q2b. If mixed modes, please provide more information here:
n = 61
Bus to a train station
Car (driver) to a train station
Car (passenger) to a train station
Taxi to a train station

9
10
1
2

Cycle to a train station
Walk then bus
Train then bus
Miscellaneous

1
1
1
39*

*The majority of respondents provided information about their journeys that does not directly answer the
question asked. These have been categorised as miscellaneous

Q3a. What is the usual purpose of your journey to each of the following locations? (please tick all that apply)
Work /
work
related

Education
/ training

Leisure

Nightlife

Shopping

Visiting
health
facilities

Visiting
family /
friends

Other

I do not
travel to
this
location

Bradford (n = 212)

46
(22%)

7
(3%)

69
(33%)

1
(<1%)

28
(13%)

4
(2%)

14
(7%)

9
(4%)

47
(22%)

Brighouse (n = 228)

35
(15%)

5
(2%)

61
(27%)

4
(2%)

78
(34%)

14
(6%)

14
(6%)

7
(3%)

23
(10%)

Halifax (n = 237)

73
(31%)

6
(3%)

56
(24%)

13
(5%)

69
(29%)

15
(6%)

11
(5%)

9
(4%)

13
(5%)

Huddersfield, Mirfield,
Ravensthorpe or
Dewsbury (n = 231)

53
(23%)

9
(4%)

61
(26%)

6
(3%)

77
(33%)

9
(4%)

19
(8%)

4
(2%)

18
(8%)

Leeds (n = 228)

51
(22%)

5
(2%)

60
(26%)

13
(6%)

71
(31%)

5
(2%)

7
(3%)

3
(1%)

27
(12%)

Manchester (n = 215)

35
(16%)

2
(1%)

76
(35%)

19
(9%)

50
(23%)

0
(0%)

12
(6%)

2
(1%)

31
(14%)

Upper Calder Valley
(Sowerby Bridge,
Mytholmroyd, Hebden
Bridge, Todmorden,
Walsden) (n = 218)

31
(14%)

1
(<0%)

96
(44%)

13
(6%)

18
(8%)

4
(2%)

29
(13%)

7
(3%)

32
(15%)

Other (as specified above)
(n = 80)

11
(14%)

0
(0%)

23
(29%)

1
(1%)

4
(5%)

1
(1%)

18
(23%)

1
(1%)

27
(34%)

Q3b. If other purpose, please provide more information here:
Banking facilities
Visiting family / friends
Work / work related
Visiting health facilities

2
2
7
1

Leisure
Travelling home
Unspecified
Complaint regarding the survey

5
2
2
4

Q4a. The above map shows the two routes that will be impacted by a rail station at Elland. Do you currently travel by train
along either of these routes?
n = 267
Yes
No

202 (76%)
65 (24%)

Q4b. If yes, please tick the two stations that you most frequently travel between
n = 194
Leeds
Bramley
New Pudsey
Bradford Interchange
Low Moor
Halifax
Deighton
Huddersfield
Cottingley
Morley

126 (65%)
0 (0%)
6 (3%)
19 (10%)
1 (1%)
80 (41%)
0 (0%)
69 (36%)
0 (0%)
1 (1%)

Dewsbury
Ravensthorpe
Mirfield
Brighouse
Sowerby Bridge
Mytholmroyd
Hebden Bridge
Todmorden
Walsden
Outside West Yorkshire
Outside West Yorkshire (2)

3 (2%)
0 (0%)
3 (2%)
28 (14%)
16 (8%)
1 (1%)
8 (4%)
3 (2%)
1 (1%)
27 (14%)

Batley

0 (0%)

* please only select this option if both your start
and end stations are outside West Yorkshire

0 (0%)

The following table lays in the above responses in an alternative format.
n = 194
Huddersfield - Brighouse
Bradford Interchange - Halifax
Bradford Interchange - Huddersfield
Bradford Interchange - Sowerby Bridge
Brighouse - Hebden Bridge
Brighouse - Outside West Yorkshire
Brighouse - Sowerby Bridge
Halifax - Brighouse
Halifax - Dewsbury
Halifax - Huddersfield
Halifax – Mirfield

1 (1%)
10 (5%)
3 (2%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
4 (2%)
1 (1%)
15 (8%)
1 (1%)

Leeds - Bradford Interchange
Leeds - Brighouse
Leeds - Dewsbury
Leeds - Halifax
Leeds - Hebden Bridge
Leeds - Huddersfield
Leeds - Morley
Leeds - New Pudsey
Leeds - Outside West Yorkshire
Leeds - Sowerby Bridge
Mirfield - Brighouse

4 (2%)
16 (8%)
1 (1%)
42 (22%)
3 (2%)
38 (20%)
1 (1%)
3 (2%)
10 (5%)
7 (4%)
1 (1%)

Halifax - Outside West Yorkshire
Halifax - Sowerby Bridge
Halifax - Todmorden
Hebden Bridge - Outside West Yorkshire
Huddersfield - Brighouse
Huddersfield - Dewsbury
Huddersfield - Hebden Bridge
Huddersfield - Outside West Yorkshire

2 (1%)
1 (1%)
3 (2%)
1 (1%)
3 (2%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
7 (4%)

Mirfield - Sowerby Bridge
Mytholmroyd - Outside West Yorkshire
New Pudsey - Bradford Interchange
New Pudsey - Halifax
Sowerby Bridge - Hebden Bridge
Sowerby Bridge - Outside West Yorkshire
Walsden - Outside West Yorkshire

1 (1%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
2 (1%)
3 (2%)
1 (1%)

Q5. Please select which 3 things you consider to be most important when travelling by rail? (please select up to three)
n = 267
Space on the train for all passengers
Train frequency
Getting a seat
Quality of the train
Cleanliness of the train

133 (50%)
190 (71%)
76 (28%)
32 (12%)
35 (13%)

Cleanliness of the station
Punctuality of the service
Provision of car parking
Waiting facilities
Provision of train information

9 (3%)
148 (55%)
76 (28%)
18 (7%)
27 (10%)

If other, please specify:
Cost
The ability to take a bicycle on a train
Journey time
Personal safety and security
Accessibility
Integration with other services
Having a town station

4
4
1
3
2
3
1

Reliability
Secure bicycle lockers
Modern, comfortable trains
Early morning and late night trains
Large toilets
All options are equally important

1
1
4
1
1
1

SECTION B: THE PROPOSALS
Q6a. How likely would you be to use a rail station in Elland?
n = 269
Very likely
Likely
Neutral
Unlikely
Very unlikely
Don’t know

177 (66%)
58 (22%)
11 (4%)
8 (3%)
8 (3%)
7 (3%)

Q6b. Tell us more:
Comments found in Appendix C

Q7. How would you be most likely to access a rail station in Elland?
n = 260
Car (driver)
Car (passenger)
Bus
Train
Bicycle
Walk
Taxi / private hire vehicle
Motorcycle
Other

65 (25%)
7 (3%)
25 (10%)
24 (9%)
8 (3%)
119 (46%)
6 (2%)
0 (0%)
6 (2%)

If other, please specify:
Walk
Walk or bus
Walk or taxi
Walk or cycle
Bus
Bus and train
Bus and car
Bus or walk or taxi
Bus or car or walk
Wheelchair accessible vehicle

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Q8a. How happy are you with our proposals for a rail station in Elland?
n = 267
Very happy
Happy
Neutral
Unhappy
Very happy
Don’t know

201 (75%)
50 (19%)
8 (3%)
1 (<0%)
7 (3%)
0 (0%)

Q8b. Tell us more! Do you have any comments on the proposals for Elland Rail Station? Is there anything else we should
be thinking about at this stage?

Comments found in Appendix D

Q9. What would be the most likely reason(s) for you to use a rail station at this location?
n = 264
Work / work related
Education / training
Leisure
Nightlife
Shopping
Visiting health facilities
Visiting family / friends
Other

172 (65%)
16 (6%)
155 (59%)
53 (20%)
105 (40%)
15 (6%)
0 (0%)
8 (3%)

If other, please specify:
A mixture of the above
All the above
Leisure
None

1
2
3
1

Q10a. How happy are you with our proposals to improve walking and cycling access to the proposed station locations
from across Elland and the wider area?
Very happy

Happy

Neutral

Unhappy

Very unhappy

Don’t know

Walking (n = 263)

162
(62%)

61
(23%)

24
(9%)

3
(1%)

5
(2%)

8
(3%)

Cycling (n = 246)

116
(47%)

49
(20%)

50
(20%)

5
(2%)

4
(2%)

22
(9%)

Q10b. Tell us more! Do you have any comments on these proposals? Is there anything else we should be thinking about
at this stage?
Comments found in Appendix E

SECTION C: ABOUT YOU
The following questions are optional but will help us to make the most of your responses and improve future engagement
processes.
The personal information you provide will only be used in the manner described in the privacy policy which can be found at
https://www.yourvoice.westyorks-ca.gov.uk/caprivacy or in paper copy at the drop-in sessions. In addition to the information
provided in the privacy policy, any information submitted via this particular survey will also be processed by SNAP surveys. Please
tick here to confirm you have read and understood this:

☐ I have read and understood the privacy statement
Q11. Postcode:

Not included here for data protection

Q12. Age:
n = 263
Under 16
16 – 24
25 – 44
45 – 64
65 – 79
80+
Prefer not to say

1 (0%)
13 (5%)
101 (38%)
106 (40%)
31 (12%)
5 (2%)
6 (2%)

Q13. Do you identify as:
n = 263
Male
Female
Other
Prefer not to say

126 (48%)
129 (49%)
1 (0%)
7 (3%)

Q14. Are your day-to-day activities limited because of a health problem or disability which has lasted, or is expected to
last, at least 12 months?
n = 263
Yes, a little
Yes, a lot
No
Prefer not to say

28 (11%)
13 (5%)
214 (81%)
8 (3%)

Q15. We would like to keep in touch with you regarding the outcome of this engagement and the future of Elland rail
station. Would you like to be added to our mailing list for this project? If yes, please ensure you fill out your name and
either email or postal address below.
n = 251
Yes
No

166 (66%)
85 (34%)

Name:

Not included here for data protection

Email:

Not included here for data protection

Address:

Not included here for data protection

Thank you for taking part in this survey
Please return your completed survey in an envelope to our freepost address by: Friday 20th July 2018
Freepost address: FREEPOST Consultation Team (WYCA)

We would like to invite you to sign up to our Your Voice online engagement hub. Here you will find information on consultations and
engagement opportunities from the West Yorkshire Combined Authority and its partners. To sign up and be kept informed please
visit www.yourvoice.westyorks-ca.gov.uk

Appendix B: How often do you currently travel between Elland (or the surrounding area) and the following locations? If other, please
specify
6 - 7 days
per week

4 - 5 days
per week

2 - 3 days
per week

At least
once per
week

At least
once per
month

At least
once per
year

Airport

1

Barnsley

1

Bingley and the
Dales

Never

Unspecified

1

Blackpool

1

1

Carlisle

1

Cheshire

1

Doncaster

1

Elland

1

1
1

Harrogate

1

Holmfirth

1

Hull

1

Ilkley

1

Keighley

1

Knaresborough

1

Littleborough

1

Liverpool

1

1

London

2

14

Low Moor

1

M'Combe /
Lancaster

1

Middlesbrough
Oxenhope

1
1

Penistone
Preston /
Blackpool

1
1

Rawdon

2

Scarborough

1

Selby / North
Yorkshire
Sheffield

1

1
1

1

Shepley

1

South of England
(Plymouth /
Andover /
London)
Wakefield

1

1

1

2

Widnes

1

Woodlesford

1

Wythenshawe

1

York

1

1

1

1

Appendix C: How likely would you be to use a rail station in Elland? Please
explain your answer
Responses have been grouped first by the corresponding answer given and then by
theme. The same comments may appear in multiple sections where applicable. Where
meaning was obvious beyond reasonable doubt, minor spelling and grammar has been
corrected.

Very likely
Ease and convenience
As a resident of the Elland area, as it currently stands I need to drive to
Huddersfield or Halifax to get a train and by the time I get one I could have driven
to my destination, so end up driving everywhere. With a station in Elland I would
definitely consider taking the train more often.
At present I have to use either Sowerby Bridge or Brighouse. There is no point
going to Halifax due to trying once and the station car park was full before 6 am on
a weekday.
At the moment I use Sowerby Bridge but it is impossible to park there during the
week so a big car park is essential or improve Sowerby Bridge car park. I go to
Brighouse 3 times a week. If I could go by train it would save me taking the car.
At the moment to use the train we have to drive to Brighouse or Huddersfield,
having a station in Elland would mean we could leave the car at home completely.
closer to my home
Convenient for onward journeys
Convenient location to travel into work
Currently travel by car from Hebden Bridge to Elland most working days. Would
definitely use a train service.
Currently use either Halifax, Brighouse or Huddersfield all of which require a car,
bus or a taxi journey to reach the station. If there was a station in Elland not only
would I use it but I would travel a lot more by rail and a lot less by car as the
station would be within easy walking distance.
Easier to access / do a job in Leeds
Easier to get to from home
Family in Dewsbury and Halifax and this would allow me to visit more often without
the use of a car
Getting into Halifax or Huddersfield to catch a train is a real pain. As an Elland
resident I would love this service.
I live at Upper Edge currently, but moving into Elland town. The station would be in
walking distance. I currently drive to Brighouse, Halifax or Huddersfield to catch
trains.
I live in Hebden Bridge and work on Lowfields Business Park in Elland. I have
been making the journey by car for 10 years and would definitely use this service
instead of driving. I’ve had enough of Burnley Road!
I live in south Halifax; proposed station is close to A629 and 503 bus route. Elland
would be convenient for starting point for some rail journeys.
I live in West Vale and frequently commute to Leeds and Manchester via Halifax
and Huddersfield train station and this would make a huge difference as I also
have small children.
I live only a 5 minute walk / 2minute cycle ride from the station so would use trains
instead of using my car

I moved to Elland recently and, as someone who would prefer not to use a car, the
lack of a rail station has been the only drawback. This station would make
travelling around the area, and beyond, a lot easier for me and I'd be a frequent
user of this proposed facility.
I will be living in Leeds and want to commute to Lowfields by train instead of by
car.
I would much rather have a one-step journey to get a train from Elland to my
destination rather than having to get a bus to get to my nearest train station
I would use the train to commute to both Leeds and Halifax. This view is shared by
many of my friends and colleagues. My wife and I would also use it for trips to
Manchester and Leeds for social trips.
It currently takes me TWO HOURS to get by bus from Elland to Wakefield to visit
my grandchildren once a month. This means having to catch two different buses
run by different operators. It would be easier (and quicker) to walk to Elland
Station to catch a train to get to other destinations too. I want to be able to visit my
other grandchildren in Doncaster which is almost impossible by bus. I have never
learned to drive so rely heavily on public transport to get anywhere.
It is nearer than either Halifax or Huddersfield. If the bus services from Greetland
to Elland are improved to provide a regular service every day and into the evening,
then I would use it even more regularly.
It would make it so much easier to get a train from Elland and especially when
traveling with family who live near by
It would make my commute to work a lot cheaper, convenient and quicker.
It would mean I can visit my family during the week and not have to wait until just
the weekend before I can get there by car.
It would mean I didn't have to drive everywhere which would be amazing, as an
Elland resident this is very important to my social life.
It would offer better access to nearby towns and cities (and beyond) than is
currently available via Halifax or Huddersfield.
It would remove the need to use the car as often as currently doing so.
It would save 2 buses!
It’s nice to leave the car at home sometimes. I can walk to the proposed station
from my house. Currently have to bus or taxi it
It'd be more convenient than Brighouse, provided sufficient parking would use for
commuting and leisure to Manchester, Leeds
More convenient as we have to travel home from Halifax or Huddersfield
otherwise.
Save me using my car for the majority of the journey. Save battling with traffic.
This would be perfect as I could walk to the station without having to get my car
out. Would be ideal for my daughter who travels from Newcastle. My husband also
travels to London regularly and a station in Elland would make life so much easier
This would benefit my business as well as my personal life. I would not need to
use my car as frequently as I currently do to attend business meetings as well as
shopping trips. I do know that some potential staff have been put off by not being
able to travel by train.
This would enable me to use the train more often and leave my car at home
To Leeds Manchester London York Newcastle Scotland even the EU disabled
person, secondly the Bus companies hold the public to ransom with no services
after six pm weekends strangling the community

Travel from Huddersfield via Elland to Halifax by bus - would be a lot better by
train. If it stopped in Elland - I visit Elland quite often.
Travelling to Leeds or Manchester will become easier from Elland. Going to
various airports will be easier as now I have to get a taxi or get a bus to
Huddersfield to get a train to an airport.
We have many hospital appointments and have to travel with wheelchair by car
but would travel by train to avoid traffic. We get grand central from Brighouse at
least 4 times a year
We use Brighouse station a lot and after use the car if we had a station in Elland
we would walk and use the train more.
Would open up journeys usually made by car.
would save numerous car journeys in and out of Halifax to catch train to Leeds
Would use more than car as I could walk from my home to station Though not for
Halifax as out of way
Would use rather than my car
Currently drive to most locations but find that the volume of traffic on the roads can
increase by journey time by 30-40 mins at each end of the working day. If park and
ride facilities were available in Elland, which is a 10 minute drive from my home, I
would definitely opt for rail travel over car.
It would be easier at peak times than driving to Sowerby Bridge but will depend on
being able to park safely in a well-lit station for later travel even though quite a way
out of town for people to walk unless there is a joined up transport network
I'd love a train station in Elland, it would be so much easier to find jobs further
away, go shopping and visit people. And cheaper than having to get a bus and
train and now there's no buses to Brighouse a train will be a brilliant alternative.
It would more convenient when travelling to London and I would be more likely to
purchase a rail card and travel to more places by train with friends rather than
driving.
We often travel to London but have to go to either Halifax or Brighouse to get the
direct service or to Huddersfield then change at Leeds to get the fast service. We
travel to Manchester a lot for the football so would also consider using the train.
We also go to Hebden Bridge a lot and it would be much easier for us to be able to
use the train than it is to drive there and struggle to find a parking space. Would
also mean that we can have a drink while we are out and not have to worry about
one of us having to drive back
Will enable me to experience other towns and cities as I mostly travel to local
areas. Theatre visits to Leeds & Manchester will be much more accessible.
Leisure opportunities are quite constrained when just having the bus.
Would love to park easily in Elland, travel to work 4 days a week in Wythenshawe
next to Manchester airport and visit places like Hebden Bridge and Howarth in my
leisure time without the strain of driving.
We live very close to the proposed station and we're very keen that the station be
built. It would take traffic off the roads and reduce emissions from cars which
would improve our air quality and we would also use the station ourselves. I would
expect to use it daily for work purposes as I currently drive each day on the
motorway to Leeds.
More convenient than Brighouse, even more so if I could be confident that I would
be allowed to take my bicycle on the train and/or store it securely at the station

Currently use bus and train to get to work in Leeds. This would drastically reduce
travelling time
I am moving to the area soon and the original plan was to bus to Huddersfield then
train to Leeds. This would save a lot of time
This will make my daily journey to work in Leeds considerably quicker and easier.
Would provide much easier access to Manchester and Leeds where I meet friends
and family frequently. Currently traveling to Huddersfield to get on the line adds
significant time to the journey
Would save a lot of time travelling by bus to the station
Would save having to travel to Huddersfield or Halifax by car
Our cost of travelling will be reduced as we won't have to travel by bus to Halifax
and Huddersfield to connect. Travel time will also be reduced. I just love travelling
by train, it's so much more pleasant and direct.
Dependant on car parking costs and security
Currently drive to most locations but find that the volume of traffic on the roads can
increase by journey time by 30-40 mins at each end of the working day. If park and
ride facilities were available in Elland, which is a 10 minute drive from my home, I
would definitely opt for rail travel over car.
It would be easier at peak times than driving to Sowerby Bridge but will depend on
being able to park safely in a well-lit station for later travel even though quite a way
out of town for people to walk unless there is a joined up transport network
I am retired and enjoy train travel. I travel to Manchester and York frequently. I live
at Mount, Huddersfield. Car Parking restricts my use of Huddersfield Railway
Station. I would use Elland Station if it had good affordable car parking. I also want
as many intermediate stations so I can walk between them. Huddersfield line too
geared up for fast travel between Manchester & Leeds - not my priority.
Cheaper
I'd love a train station in Elland, it would be so much easier to find jobs further
away, go shopping and visit people. And cheaper than having to get a bus and
train and now there's no buses to Brighouse a train will be a brilliant alternative.
Our cost of travelling will be reduced as we won't have to travel by bus to Halifax
and Huddersfield to connect. Travel time will also be reduced. I just love travelling
by train, it's so much more pleasant and direct.
We would use it at least bi-weekly as with our Railcard it would often make it
cheaper than parking for a local day out. Plus my kids love traveling by train.
11 Intermediate stations along the line
I am retired and enjoy train travel. I travel to Manchester and York frequently. I live
at Mount, Huddersfield. Car Parking restricts my use of Huddersfield Railway
Station. I would use Elland Station if it had good affordable car parking. I also want
as many intermediate stations so I can walk between them. Huddersfield line too
geared up for fast travel between Manchester & Leeds - not my priority.
Would provide easier access to Elland
Be easy to travel to and from university
I visit friends in Elland and use it for shopping at Morrisons supermarket
I often travel to Calderdale for leisure, but also as part of my work and would be
likely to travel to Elland to either start journey by foot from there, or by bike. I also

would travel to Elland specifically to go to things like the Rex, or the pubs or
restaurants
Would provide quicker journey times
I currently travel to Bradford on a daily basis, the proposed service will reduced my
travelling time.
Currently use bus and train to get to work in Leeds. This would drastically reduce
travelling time
I am moving to the area soon and the original plan was to bus to Huddersfield then
train to Leeds. This would save a lot of time
This will make my daily journey to work in Leeds considerably quicker and easier.
Would provide much easier access to Manchester and Leeds where I meet friends
and family frequently. Currently traveling to Huddersfield to get on the line adds
significant time to the journey
Would save a lot of time travelling by bus to the station
Would save having to travel to Huddersfield or Halifax by car
Our cost of travelling will be reduced as we won't have to travel by bus to Halifax
and Huddersfield to connect. Travel time will also be reduced. I just love travelling
by train, it's so much more pleasant and direct.
General support
I’ve been waiting years for this! Both on a personal and professional level
The station would revolutionise our lives in Elland. Simple as that!
This would make the world of difference to people in Greetland where I live
The station would enable me to travel more for leisure and/or further afield
Having a train station in Elland will help me take my children out every weekend
and holidays with ease and more easy.
I cycle a lot so a train station would help me get around to popular spots or cycle
paths
I live 5 minutes from the proposed station and there are so many places I can get
to. I also will be able to leave my car behind.
I live close by and would use it to travel further afield.
Frequently cycle around area and would use train section as part of a route to
work or for leisure in conjunction with cycling or walking.
I regularly have to work outside West Yorkshire and always have to go from Elland
to Halifax or Huddersfield just to get on a train there. A local station would remove
my need to use the roads to either of those places for these journeys. I do like to
visit both Halifax and Huddersfield and need to use the roads either by car or bus
out of necessity. A train station in Elland would let me get to either without being
on the roads. It would encourage me to visit both places more often as bus
journeys, especially in rush hour are quite long and I usually don't bother going
because of this.
I would use it to go farther on bike rides & for returning from bike rides. I’d also use
it to travel to Manchester for shopping & food
I would use the train as my main mode of transport when visiting other areas
especially on a weekend
Possible Commuting to Manchester and Leisure in London, plus those listed
above.
Work and leisure

It would more convenient when travelling to London and I would be more likely to
purchase a rail card and travel to more places by train with friends rather than
driving.
We often travel to London but have to go to either Halifax or Brighouse to get the
direct service or to Huddersfield then change at Leeds to get the fast service. We
travel to Manchester a lot for the football so would also consider using the train.
We also go to Hebden Bridge a lot and it would be much easier for us to be able to
use the train than it is to drive there and struggle to find a parking space. Would
also mean that we can have a drink while we are out and not have to worry about
one of us having to drive back
Will enable me to experience other towns and cities as I mostly travel to local
areas. Theatre visits to Leeds & Manchester will be much more accessible.
Leisure opportunities are quite constrained when just having the bus.
Would love to park easily in Elland, travel to work 4 days a week in Wythenshawe
next to Manchester airport and visit places like Hebden Bridge and Howarth in my
leisure time without the strain of driving.
We would use it at least bi-weekly as with our Railcard it would often make it
cheaper than parking for a local day out. Plus my kids love traveling by train.
I often travel to Calderdale for leisure, but also as part of my work and would be
likely to travel to Elland to either start journey by foot from there, or by bike. I also
would travel to Elland specifically to go to things like the Rex, or the pubs or
restaurants
Good for the environment
Ecological ... use car less
We live very close to the proposed station and we're very keen that the station be
built. It would take traffic off the roads and reduce emissions from cars which
would improve our air quality and we would also use the station ourselves. I would
expect to use it daily for work purposes as I currently drive each day on the
motorway to Leeds.
Open up evening opportunities
Evening trips would become more likely if other public transport services were
connected
Engagement and development process
providing there is a decent service to Leeds
Provision for cycling
More convenient than Brighouse, even more so if I could be confident that I would
be allowed to take my bicycle on the train and/or store it securely at the station
Miscellaneous
Every Thursday to Bradford (vice versa) to Sowerby Bridge
To get to Leeds / Manchester for shopping / leisure
To go to Work to Leeds, Mon to Fri

Likely
Ease and convenience
A few months back, the 278 bus stopped and that was the main bus to go through
to Elland and Calderdale Royal Hospital and then Halifax. Sometimes I do need to
visit Elland and the bus services to Elland are not reliable. You need to get a bus

to Halifax, and then another bus to the hospital. Yes I would use a train to get to
Elland. It would be easier for me. There are people who live in Elland that have to
travel to Halifax Job Centre because Brighouse Job Centre has closed down.
There are no travel shops like the one in Halifax to top up travel for buses and
trains. I am pleased that someone came up with this idea.
I live in Greetland a nearby location so depending on feasibility I may travel to
Elland to get the train to Leeds rather than Halifax currently
I may be able to travel by train instead of car
It would be particularly useful if it goes to Brighouse as whilst it is the closest town
to us, it is the hardest to get to by public transport which is rubbish and has been
for years. Buses run once an hour up Lower Edge so it is usually easier, and
quicker, to walk to Brighouse. This is not always practical so I usually go to
Huddersfield instead.
Save drive to New Pudsey to park and get train to Leeds Possibly Manchester
airport instead of drive and park while on holiday
Getting to facilities in other towns
A few months back, the 278 bus stopped and that was the main bus to go through
to Elland and Calderdale Royal Hospital and then Halifax. Sometimes I do need to
visit Elland and the bus services to Elland are not reliable. You need to get a bus
to Halifax, and then another bus to the hospital. Yes I would use a train to get to
Elland. It would be easier for me. There are people who live in Elland that have to
travel to Halifax Job Centre because Brighouse Job Centre has closed down.
There are no travel shops like the one in Halifax to top up travel for buses and
trains. I am pleased that someone came up with this idea.
Would provide easier access to Elland
Friends and family could visit.
My work is based in Elland, I currently commute by bicycle, on foot or by car, I
would be more likely to commute by train if this was possible
We visit Elland about once a month but would come more often if a train station
was opened.
We would use facilities in Elland if it were easier to access by rail. It could
conceivable improve interchange to other rail services.
Would provide quicker journey time
At the moment, it would take far too long to get to the Elland area without driving =
bus into and then out of Leeds.
Would depend on frequency
Dependent on services - but could be more attractive than Huddersfield
Dependant on adequate car parking, route availability, frequent services
Travel to work if frequency right and cost effective.
Dependant on cost effectiveness
Travel to work if frequency right and cost effective.
Would depend on bus connections
It entirely depends on whether there are linking bus services
Dependent on car parking costs and security
If car parking is provided free of charge
Dependant on adequate car parking, route availability, frequent services
General support

We often travel to Elland, Halifax eta. And rail service will really benefit us.
Depends on links to other services
As I travel to York the service would need to link to the TPE to make my journey as
smooth as possible. Any rail journey with a change brings difficulty due to the
unreliability of services in the UK. You cannot guarantee that connections. If you
need to make a change from or to an infrequent service journey times are
impacted on which affects personal life and also arriving at work.
We would use facilities in Elland if it were easier to access by rail. It could
conceivable improve interchange to other rail services.
Dependant on adequate car parking, route availability, frequent services
Cheaper
To go to Halifax, Bradford and Leeds as parking is difficult and expensive.
The station would enable me to travel more for leisure and/or further afield
I will not stop travelling by car, but I will have more 'days out' via train
I would feel the benefit of having a train station as I live near and can have access
to a variety of popular towns and cities nearby.
I would use it for canal walks / bike rides as a start/finish point. I might use it to visit
the cinema.
This option would enable me to travel throughout the county and especially it will
link into Leeds, Bradford & Huddersfield with the greater option to get to
Manchester in one go!!!???
We will use train for days out when we retire this year

Neutral
I rarely get trains now as I am disabled and cannot stand on the journey
If it was possible to catch a train to Elland I would be more likely to visit the town

Unlikely
Would provide easier access to Elland
If, I had to travel to Elland I would make the train my mode of choice
It could encourage me to visit Elland more often
Would depend on bus connections
It would need to be well connected by bus for me to be able to use it easily.
General support
I am responding to this E-mail to support the need for a station in this area
Other stations are more convenient
The station in Rastrick (named Brighouse!) where I live is more convenient for
local travel and Huddersfield has better transport links.

Very unlikely
Miscellaneous
I am 90 - I suspect I shall not be around when the station opens
There is nothing in Elland to travel there for.
Other stations are more convenient

Halifax is closer, has better bus connections and has more rail services.
Location
It is so far out of the centre I may as well stay on the bus to Halifax and get the
train there... or my preferred option, go to Huddersfield for quicker trains anyway.
Trains are unreliable
Cheaper and quicker to travel by train service not reliable enough

Don’t know
This would depend on frequency, bus connections & certainty of getting a seat &
not having to wait for [illegible] train services esp. in draught [illegible]
surroundings.
When? With several more delays very likely (e.g. an eventual 2030 opening?)
because this is Elland. We could be gone (R.I.P.)

Appendix D: How happy are you with our proposals for a rail station in
Elland? Tell us more! Do you have any comments on the proposals for
Elland Rail Station? Is there anything else we should be thinking about at
this stage?
Responses have been grouped first by the corresponding answer given and then by
theme. The same comments may appear in multiple sections where applicable. Where
meaning was obvious beyond reasonable doubt, minor spelling and grammar has been
corrected.

Very happy
Positives
The station will bring benefits to the economic development and
regeneration of Elland and is a positive step towards its future
It would be a very positive step in Elland's regeneration.
I am so excited about this being a new phase of investment in Elland. The
regeneration proposed looks amazing. I am particularly impressed by the artwork
installations and the work planned on the park. It is currently somewhere I do not
go with my kids as there is nothing for them to enjoy, it feels run down and dirty. I
feel this work would turn that around and the town around.
It’s the right time to do it bring more flexibility into our lives. Also, our fast
developing villages will benefit from increased business.
Should be fundamental part of Elland regeneration which is desperately needed, it
would support business and as employers the long term prosperity of the town.
The ideas look excellent! This would bring Elland back to life: as long as the
council offers support and encouragement to businesses!!
This is an excellent initiative that will help in the development of Elland as a place
to live and its businesses.
This is what Elland needs to bring some life to the town. Easy commute to Leeds
and Manchester would make people interested in living here, which would, in turn,
benefit local businesses.
I think it would be a great idea for all the businesses on Lowfields Business Park.
I think the train station would be a great benefit to Elland we it would bring more
employment and transport opportunities to the residents of Elland.
I think this station would help regenerate the town & hopefully bring new people &
jobs to Elland
The sooner the better, It's a great idea! The train line already runs through the
area. It would bring business and residents to the area too and generate income
for local businesses.
This cannot happen soon enough, Elland is a dying town this can only improve the
current situation.
The proposals are great - a really positive boost for this town that is desperately
needed. Please integrate mobile payments for car parking to make things as easy
as possible for everyone using the station.
Vital to have a station in Elland. So many people have to drive to Halifax or
Huddersfield to get the train to the major employment centres of Leeds and
Manchester. At the moment it’s a disadvantage to your employment prospects
living in HX4 or HX5 as no easy way to get to Leeds and Manchester. A train
station would have a big economic impact and provide opportunities for people to

get work outside the area and employment opportunities can be limited in small
towns like Elland and its surrounding areas. A big car park also needed hopefully
to get people to park up in Elland and not clog up the roads.
Stop wasting time and get on with this propose Elland needs a major boost as it is
decaying.
It is long overdue for Elland to be included in any plans as it seems to be the
forgotten part of Halifax. A rail station would be a great improvement to the
infrastructure.
The proposals will enhance the environment and sustainable travel options
Car routes to Halifax and Huddersfield are very busy. Would help the environment
and spruce up the area having a train between these locations. Also allows people
to reach intercity trains to London.
A great opportunity for Elland, and sustainable travel options
The station would reduce my travel time
I have friends that live in Elland, so if a station was provided it would make my
journey time to visit them much quicker than by bus.
Being able to use the train would make travelling more attractive
Going by train is a great option as there are no traffic queues. No need to drive
etc.
No longer have to travel to Halifax or Sowerby Bridge to get a train which can be
difficult to get to in busy periods
The more places served by the local rail network the better local connectivity will
become. This creates new opportunities to get around and makes journeys
attractive that are awkward at the moment.
The station is in a good location
The station would probably be a 10-15 min walk from my house so for me that is
perfect. I would not be too worried about the bus accessibility and no buses pass
my house anyway and we have about a 10 min walk to the nearest bus stop for
Halifax or Huddersfield.
I think it looks fantastic - the proposed location is great!
The station will help relieve congestion
Again, I am just filling out the survey as I feel as though it has direct benefit the
state of the M62 if more commuters can travel to the work via train and not the car.
Giving people more choice would mean the local road networks would be less
congested and the entire area would benefit. As a frequent M62 user, I cannot say
enough how important it is to get these stations built asap. Elland Road, White
Rose and Thorpe Park are not just needed but they are desperately needed.
It’s been very well thought through. Linking Halifax and Huddersfield from Elland
would free up the roads massively.
Car routes to Halifax and Huddersfield are very busy. Would help the environment
and spruce up the area having a train between these locations. Also allows people
to reach intercity trains to London.
The station will opens up journey options
I would love to just get on a train from Elland and take my children to places like
Manchester, Leeds, Blackpool or further without having to catch buses to get to
the nearest rail station.
Car routes to Halifax and Huddersfield are very busy. Would help the environment
and spruce up the area having a train between these locations. Also allows people
to reach intercity trains to London.

It would offer easy access to both Transpennine routes, giving a better choice of
getting to Leeds via Bradford or via Mirfield/Dewsbury and to Manchester via
Hebden Bridge or Huddersfield and would give a traveller the same choices as
Brighouse currently enjoys and profits from.
Vital to have a station in Elland. So many people have to drive to Halifax or
Huddersfield to get the train to the major employment centres of Leeds and
Manchester. At the moment it’s a disadvantage to your employment prospects
living inHx4 or HX5 as no easy way to get to Leeds and Manchester. A train
station would have a big economic impact and provide opportunities for people to
get work outside the area and employment opportunities can be limited in small
towns like Elland and its surrounding areas. A big car park also needed hopefully
to get people to park up in Elland and not clog up the roads.
The more places served by the local rail network the better local connectivity will
become. This creates new opportunities to get around and makes journeys
attractive that are awkward at the moment.
Ever since the line from Brighouse to Halifax was opened, I have been waiting for
a station to re-open in Elland. It would encourage me to use the train more for
going further afield to places like London (connect with Grand Central trains)
Very happy to see connectivity to Leeds, Manchester and Huddersfield. These are
exactly the places I will travel to by train and a local station really opens that up. I
believe it would prevent a lot of car journeys into Halifax if done well and hope that
does happen. Will you be sharing this information when you have it?
The proposals will discourage car use
Very happy to see connectivity to Leeds, Manchester and Huddersfield. These are
exactly the places I will travel to by train and a local station really opens that up. I
believe it would prevent a lot of car journeys into Halifax if done well and hope that
does happen. Will you be sharing this information when you have it?
Support for the station
The proposals sound fantastic. It would link the town well with the rest of
Yorkshire. The area is known for graffiti and antisocial behaviour, as it is currently
unused; I would hope this would be policed/ monitored well.
Ever since the line from Brighouse to Halifax was opened, I have been waiting for
a station to re-open in Elland. It would encourage me to use the train more for
going further afield to places like London (connect with Grand Central trains)
Just get on with it, it's already 20 years late
Bringing more people to Elland great but it needs a bank!
Bring it to us quicker :)
You seem to have got things covered. I would definitely like to see pedestrian
access from Park Road via footbridge and through river park. I am concerned
about safety in areas after dark though. It would be good to have a free shuttle
service up into Elland centre but can't see that happening, it's quite expensive to
travel only a few bus stops compared to longer journeys.
I think it looks fantastic - the proposed location is great!
Brilliant idea - well over due.
Cannot come soon enough!
Delighted!
Excellent for the local area.
Get it built as soon as possible

Get on and build it
I have lived within 400m of that line as a child and growing up, waving to all the
trains passing by, before Lowfields when the power station was still there. This
railway station is a long time coming and needed more than ever for such a large
town and am surprised it's taken so long.
I support the development of an integrated rail metro system in West Yorkshire
with many more stations along routes with frequent services.
I think it is Amazing
I think it’s a fantastic idea that should have been built years ago!
I think it's a brilliant idea and would help the community hugely
It would make a huge difference to access and bringing people into the area.
It’s about time!
Myself been writing for years for a new station which enhance Elland which is
suffering from a Left Wing Council demolishing key buildings permitting gangsters
to rule the town driving the best people away
Sooner you get started the better
We desperately need a station in Elland.
We really just want a station.
I think it would be a great idea for all the businesses on Lowfields business park.
The sooner the better, It's a great idea! The train line already runs through the
area.
This cannot happen soon enough, Elland is a dying town this can only improve the
current situation.
Support for the access package routes and public realm improvements
You seem to have got things covered. I would definitely like to see pedestrian
access from Park Road via footbridge and through river park.
I like the way that integration with walking and cycling routes has been thought
through. I like the consideration of the public realm and the need to improve it.
What also needs integrating are good bus services and preferably not just the 503.
I am so excited about this being a new phase of investment in Elland. The
regeneration proposed looks amazing. I am particularly impressed by the artwork
installations and the work planned on the park. It is currently somewhere I do not
go with my kids as there is nothing for them to enjoy, it feels run down and dirty. I
feel this work would turn that around and the town around.
I [...] like what appears to be link bridges for pedestrians & cyclists to cross the
canal & the river to access park road near gas works lane. Not before time.

Suggestions and desires
There needs to be plentiful and affordable parking
Hope car parking will be free or reasonable.
I just think parking needs to be a consideration and perhaps the roads in the
immediate vicinity need to be able to handle the additional cars.
A green car park. Improve the wasteland at the back of Morrisons’ petrol station
and create a path from century road to Morrisons.
Is enough parking being provided - all other rail station car parks are full by
7.30am even at the new stations?
A big car park.

Free parking and enough parking is a key
Include plenty of free long stay parking required to encourage usage - something
other stations don’t have around here!
Need provision for park and ride
The car park needs to be larger than the one on the plan
The proposals are great - a really positive boost for this town that is desperately
needed. Please integrate mobile payments for car parking to make things as easy
as possible for everyone using the station.
Vital to have a station in Elland. So many people have to drive to Halifax or
Huddersfield to get the train to the major employment centres of Leeds and
Manchester. At the moment it’s a disadvantage to your employment prospects
living in HX4 or HX5 as no easy way to get to Leeds and Manchester. A train
station would have a big economic impact and provide opportunities for people to
get work outside the area and employment opportunities can be limited in small
towns like Elland and its surrounding areas. A big car park also needed hopefully
to get people to park up in Elland and not clog up the roads.
Bus and car parking provision from Greetland to station as great volume of
commuter traffic originated from Stainland, Greetland, Ripponden. As resident of
Greetland this is very noticeable especially when motorway closed due to weather
or accident
East access by car and lots of parking. We don't want to cause log jammed streets
in the process.
The station should reduce my journey times
The main thing for me is regular (and fast) routes to Leeds and Manchester.
Cleanliness and maintenance
Cleaning up litter, dog mess and overgrown hedges would improve the area and
make it more attractive to visitors.
Brilliant idea - well over due. Please make sure cycle and pedestrian routes are
linked and well maintained.
How will the station be kept clean? Will litter bins be provided & who will empty
them? Will there be toilets on the train & who will keep them clean? The toilets at
Halifax Railway Station are always dirty. Landscaping - will people be employed to
do this or will it be up to volunteers to plant flowers and shrubs?
There is a need for good, integrated connections to the station from the town
centre and the surrounding area
Would support the idea of bus services to station. The 503 runs every 10 mins
between Huddersfield and Halifax. If these ran via Lowfields Way it would be a
good idea. Or at least a mini bus like the ones than run around Hebden Bridge.
Bus services from rural areas of Elland need to connect to the rail services which
they don't at Brighouse but do at Hebden Bridge.
I just think parking needs to be a consideration and perhaps the roads in the
immediate vicinity need to be able to handle the additional cars.
Bus and car parking provision from Greetland to station as great volume of
commuter traffic originated from Stainland, Greetland, Ripponden. As resident of
Greetland this is very noticeable especially when motorway closed due to weather
or accident
East access by car and lots of parking. We don't want to cause log jammed streets
in the process.

You seem to have got things covered. I would definitely like to see pedestrian
access from Park Road via footbridge and through river park. I am concerned
about safety in areas after dark though. It would be good to have a free shuttle
service up into Elland centre but can't see that happening, it's quite expensive to
travel only a few bus stops compared to longer journeys.
I like the way that integration with walking and cycling routes has been thought
through. I like the consideration of the public realm and the need to improve it.
What also needs integrating are good bus services and preferably not just the 503.
It would be great if there could be foot access from both sides of the proposed
station that would connect with the existing footbridge over the dual carriageway
from Elland town centre. So you wouldn't have to go all the way through Lowfields
to get access to the station.
Making it a transport interchange with bus services. Will platforms be long enough
to take Grand Central, their trains stop here as would be great to get to London.
There would need to be frequent services
It would reduce my use of my car, but only if there are more than one service an
hour in each direction
The main thing for me is regular (and fast) routes to Leeds and Manchester.
Accessibility
New train stations should have step-free access from road to platform to train.
Desired facilities
Not everyone (like me) have computer so getting a ticket needs to be easy to
obtain and preferably personal service not just a ticket machine.
Train information board on both sides of station (not as shown on plan, one side
only)
Would like sufficient undercover waiting area on the platform and a ticket / ticket
collection machine
An undercover waiting room would be nice.
Build on the [illegible. intent?] of it being a community hub / cafe / Wi Fi / Royal
Mail postbox / [illegible. bookstall?] / pop-up coffee stall. Eco-station at Accrington.
There is a need for adequate security measures to protect people, property
and infrastructure
Safety, as children and teens like to dose around a lot in Elland it needs to be
checked that teens are dosing around the station
You seem to have got things covered. I would definitely like to see pedestrian
access from Park Road via footbridge and through river park. I am concerned
about safety in areas after dark though. It would be good to have a free shuttle
service up into Elland centre but can't see that happening, it's quite expensive to
travel only a few bus stops compared to longer journeys.
The proposals sound fantastic. It would link the town well with the rest of
Yorkshire. The area is known for graffiti and antisocial behaviour, as it is currently
unused; I would hope this would be policed/ monitored well.
As most people have already stated, it is likely to become a target for anti-social
behaviour so better policing, cameras etc. would be needed. I also like what
appears to be link bridges for pedestrians & cyclists to cross the canal & the river
to access park road near gas works lane. Not before time.
Vandalism is rife on the bridge that runs over the road leading to Lowfields. I pass
that way regularly and there is always graffiti sprayed onto the side of the bridge
which must mean that those responsible are risking life and limb to do so. I hope

measures will be taken to ensure that the station is sufficiently manned to reduce
vandalism. We have waited a long time for this station, it would be a shame to
have it ruined by a few mindless individuals. Incidentally, Riverside Park is liable
to flooding in really wet weather, please take that into consideration when
investigating the potential for wider improvements to the park.
Improvements to Riverside Park - the park is often vandalised. Who will police
this? Landscaping - will people be employed to do this or will it be up to volunteers
to plant flowers and shrubs?
More rail lines should be electrified
In the future electrification of the rail lines in West Yorkshire - especially Calder
Valley and York Leeds Huddersfield - Manchester.
There is a need for additional stations
Just get on with it, it's already 20 years late, whilst at it consider a parkway station
facility at Greetland.
Flooding / location issues
Riverside Park is liable to flooding in really wet weather, please take that into
consideration when investigating the potential for wider improvements to the park.
Location specific improvements
Improve the wasteland at the back of Morrisons’ petrol station and create a path
from century road to Morrisons.
Community involvement
Build on the [illegible. intent?] of it being a community hub / cafe / Wi Fi / Royal
Mail postbox / [illegible. bookstall?] / pop-up coffee stall. Eco-station at Accrington.
Work with ACORP (Association of Community Rail Partnerships (Huddersfield)) on
how this could be achieved. Encourage a station friends group. Work with local
schools - encourage art work. Community Rail Lancashire do excellent work with
schools - speak to Simon Clarke or Brian Haworth. Huddersfield Uni will be
another ally - Professor Paul Salveson who invented community rail and is a
visiting Professor of Transport Studies.

Negatives
Would be better closer to town
I'm not sure about that stupid bit of grass in the middle of Elland, that was a waste
of money, would rather have had the swimming baths renovated, but hey ho!
Huddersfield Road/Salterhebble hill towards Elland will be busier if people are to
drive to Elland to catch a train. I don't feel that the current road widening
improvements will be of any benefit since it appears the works are aimed at
walkers and cyclists. Similarly, the volume of traffic will increase from Huddersfield
down the Ainleys towards Elland so that drivers can park their cars in Elland rather
than in Huddersfield.

Miscellaneous
Bringing more people to Elland great but it needs a bank!
The nearby nature reserve when building
What happens when the ticket machine ceases to function? Can we pay on the
train?

Happy
Positives
The station is in a good location

The site is the most sensible of those considered. The proposed wider access
proposals using the canal towpath to bring in people on foot and cycle are
excellent. As a walker I will certainly use the proposed route from Greetland/Clay
House via new river bridge and canal bank.
The station will help relieve congestion
I think the bus routes would probably need looking at to make sure people can get
to the rail station. The traffic around the Elland area can be horrendous during
peak times so overall I think this could help to alleviate some of the pressure on
the roads
Support for the station
It has been talked about for years, so it would be nice if it happened
I am fully supportive in the principle of a station in Elland.
I'm pleased that there is a proposal to link Elland as it currently feels under
connected to the rest of Calderdale, and this should really help the town; as well
as relieve the surrounding roads.

Suggestions and desires
There is a need for good, integrated connections to the station from the town
centre and the surrounding area
About time! Glad you are proposing bus links adjacent to station - I would probably
use the train to/from Brighouse and Bradford.
How are you going to connect the town to the station
Location constraints in terms of town centre.
Location seems reasonable, but easier access to central Elland (by foot or by bike)
would help modal shift, and better integration with existing bus routes would also
help modal shift.
Requires a better link to Park Road/Exley lane area, preferably a footbridge
The site is the most sensible of those considered. The proposed wider access
proposals using the canal towpath to bring in people on foot and cycle are
excellent. As a walker I will certainly use the proposed route from Greetland/Clay
House via new river bridge and canal bank. Some aspects need more
development. I would like to see: - bus stops at the station perhaps as a hub for
new minibus services linking up the areas of Elland, Greetland and Stainland as
an attractive alternative to driving; - with minibus links from the station to local NHS
hospitals CRH and HRI, development of the station as a railhead for
staff/visitors/patients, particularly those living in upper Calderdale who could reach
the station quickly by rail from home and the use a fast minibus service to
CRH/HRI either of which would be within 10 mi drive of the station - increased car
parking would be desirable at the station (multi-storey)
I think the bus routes would probably need looking at to make sure people can get
to the rail station. The traffic around the Elland area can be horrendous during
peak times so overall I think this could help to alleviate some of the pressure on
the roads
I would like to use public transport to get to Elland Rail Station, but this would
require a regular, punctual bus service that runs in the evening.
There should be a focus on the related infrastructure
Ensure that the infrastructure is correct. Roads parking etc.

There is a need to encourage people into the town
Encourage people into the town as well as away from it. It’s suffered for long
enough now.
There would need to be frequent services
I travel via Low Moor train station, a recently built station. The number of services
stopping at this station seems disproportionate to the investment in the station. I
hope the number of trains stopping at Elland will be more frequent than Low Moor.
Frequency of services would be a major factor in which means of transport would
be used. For instance - I would be more likely to use the train to go for a walk in
the upper valley if there was a regular, frequent and punctual service.
Services would need to be punctual
I would be more likely to use the train to go for a walk in the upper valley if there
was a regular, frequent and punctual service.
Accessibility
Disabled access & parking increased.
Desired facilities
I am fully supportive in the principle of a station in Elland. I think that there are
many issues in the detail of the design that need to be addressed to ensure that
the facility doesn't become a white elephant. If as society we want to get people
out of their cars and on to railways the overall experience needs to replicate car
journeys. The most significant omission in my opinion is the lack of proper covered
platforms. I fully appreciate that this adds to the costs of the project but I firmly
believe that without it the station will not achieve its full potential. In the proposed
location I expect that the platforms will be exposed to wind and weather. By
providing decent covered areas users can shelter from both sun and rain. At
Brighouse station by luck there is additional shelter provided by the road overbridge. From my travel experience in wet weather people at Huddersfield Station
shelter in the covered area and then move to the exposed sections of the platform
when the train arrives. As an experienced rail user I would be willing to be
consulted further to review the design and give you the benefit of many years of
rail travel.
The station needs to have plenty of seats for waiting and undercover. There needs
to be facilities i.e. ticket office, toilets and some form of cafe. Not machines. Needs
to be well lit and policed unlike Sowerby Bridge which is unsafe with no real
personnel present. Also CCTV.
This is just a suggestion. There is not enough public toilets in Brighouse. The
Brighouse railway station does not provide toilets. There is not enough toilets in
Elland. If they were to build an Elland Rail Station. Surely they should think about a
public toilet. There is not a place where you can buy metro tickets for buses and
for train tickets in Brighouse. If they are going to use 150 million - then they should
be thoughts of public toilets. There are vandalised buildings in Brighouse and
Elland, shouldn't they think about the public? I would like you to consider about
public toilets and more bins.
More parking for electric cars. Cycle hire?
[Illegible] perhaps but think about people not profit, not current politics. Seat height
(Northern - all too low and some other services recently as bad). Real person to
explain what is going a [illegible] (this is a safety issue). No overcrowding & loud
phone conversations.
The service should extend further

Pity it does not extend to Wakefield though - same line.
Cycle routes and parking should be improved
Safe i.e. not main road cycle access
It would be better to see the cycle paths on the primary route as a 'key feature'
rather than an aspiration. This is the perfect time to integrate the new station into
the wider sustainable transport network, and hopefully place less emphasis on
having a massive car park I'm not a fan of the street art installation - looks like
clutter and we should avoid gimmicks. I think it would be better to use the money
to provide a modern, integrated station and make it obvious too people on how to
get there through clear way finding and natural routes - this is why emphasis on
good, easy pedestrian and cycling routes are more important. I also don't see any
cycle parking within the proposals - a secure cycle hub would be ideal in this
location, especially with access to the improved canal, and proposals for the
Calderdale side of the A629.

Negatives
I think Elland should have a station but I am concerned by how much time my
commute will increase when trains stop there.
I'm not a fan of the street art installation - looks like clutter and we should avoid
gimmicks.

Neutral
Good for local people, but I'm not quite sure how this will impact our already
effected town, I've got a feeling more local people will jump on a train for shopping
rather than shopping locally, and people on the train will have nothing to come
here for. So in a way this seems pointless!

Unhappy
What is there to attract people to Elland? Non-existent town centre, tourist
attractions? Money would be better spent improving existent services.

Very unhappy
Journey times may increase
The trains are already oversubscribed during peak times. Adding another station
without provisions to improve the rail service is like throwing money over a bridge.
What I need is a frequent direct service between Huddersfield and Halifax with
good bus connections either end to University, colleges and hospitals. This
proposal will slow it down even more. The proposed station is not going to be
useful without an integrated bus service.
Money is not being well prioritised
Yes, ignoring it and spending the money on existing public transport links breaking First's monopoly on the bus routes t wants to operate would be a good
thing.
There is a need for good, integrated connections to the station from the town
centre and the surrounding area
Looking at the plans it appears that there are no plans for linking train and bus
services. This station is dead in the water without a comprehensive linking of bus
and train services.

What I need is a frequent direct service between Huddersfield and Halifax with
good bus connections either end to University, colleges and hospitals. This
proposal will slow it down even more. The proposed station is not going to be
useful without an integrated bus service.
The proposed location is bad
Building it further West, adjacent to Stainland Road where buses pass less than
every ten minutes throughout the majority of the day, upon the alternative site!
That could serve Salterhebble, Skircoat Green & Siddal as well as Stainland,
Holywell Green, West Vale, Greetland as opposed to just Elland. As it would be
extremely well connected by bus and be within the same distance to Halifax for
those living in the lower parts of Skircoat Green, Salterhebble & Siddal. In turn this
would open up more opportunities, provide more flexibility when travelling between
the Lower Valley and the aforementioned destinations by train. I would then be
able to catch the Leeds via Dewsbury service when going home from work.
The site proposed is totally unsuitable. The cost of construction would be
excessive with the need for lifts and ramps etc. plus it would be very vulnerable to
vandalism. The car parking is totally inadequate, just look at Sowerby Bridge &
Brighouse, plus there is no room for expansion of the car parking or the station.
The most suitable place would be the site of the old Greetland station 1)
Construction would be far cheaper, with far easier and safer access. 2) The car
parking potential is huge. During the day, the 503 bus (plus others) passes the site
every twelve minutes. A bus/rail interchange would be easy to install, adding only
minutes to their overall travel tine. With the huge parking potential, and the lack of
decent parking for the existing Halifax station, this could become the rail hub for
the whole of South / Southwest Calderdale. The current upgrading of the A629 and
the proposals in the "new" local plan, make the arguments for this site even
stronger. (All subject to route availability).

Unspecified
It's a great idea. It should happen asap. It's not the proposals but the consultation
exercise and user-friendly aspects that disappoint me. Plans should be more userfriendly for people not used to them with STREET NAMES & BIG FEATURE IN
BOLD

Appendix E: How happy are you with our proposals to improve walking and
cycling access to the proposed station locations from across Elland and the
wider area? Tell us more! Do you have any comments on these proposals?
Is there anything else we should be thinking about at this stage?
Responses have been grouped first by the corresponding answers given (colour coded
accordingly as shown in the key below) and then by theme. The same comments may
appear in multiple sections where applicable. Where meaning was obvious beyond
reasonable doubt, minor spelling and grammar has been corrected.

Key
Walking: very happy
Cycling: very happy
Walking: very happy
Cycling: happy
Walking: very happy
Cycling: neutral
Walking: very happy
Cycling: don’t know
Walking: very happy
Cycling: unspecified

Walking: happy
Cycling: very happy
Walking: happy
Cycling: happy
Walking: happy
Cycling: neutral
Walking: happy
Cycling: unhappy
Walking: neutral
Cycling: neutral

Walking: unhappy
Cycling: unhappy
Walking: very unhappy
Cycling: very unhappy
Walking: very unhappy
Cycling: don’t know
Walking: don’t know
Cycling: don’t know
Walking: unspecified
Cycling: unspecified

Positives
General positives
If there are clear footpaths available then I would be more likely to access the
station on foot particularly as I have a toddler so I would be pushing a pram.
I'm keen that there be easy access for parents with young children
I'm not a cyclist but I can see the benefits of the cycling improvements.
It will be easier walking to and from family and friends and I don't have to
cycle all the way to Elland Bridge to cross the canal and river with my cycle
anymore, especially coming from Huddersfield.
This would be brilliant for the people commuting in and out of Elland every
day as well ourselves, who live in Elland where we are able to catch a train
without traveling to other towns that are between 4 and 6 miles away.
This would be essential as Lowfields area of the proposed site isn't heavily
populated it's the surrounding areas so walkable and cycling access would be
required
What is needed
I would generally be walking to the station so any improvement is good. Also
myself and my husband cycle. The only drawback would be that some trains
do not let bike on and I would not be happy leaving my bike at the station
I think that they are excellent. The level of detail in the display [illegible] is
excellent also. Walking to a railway station should be pleasant - not isolated,
noisy, unpleasant (car fumes) - decent footpaths and pavements are
essential. The new bridges will bring the town together. Keep cyclists moving
slowly. Work with local [illegible] on rail safety.
They look really well thought out and I am excited for this new phase of
Elland's history.

Noticed bridge proposals over the river and canal. Would appreciate these
being added however the canal is a beautiful walk and would want any
bridges to be designed in such a way that they fit the area and are built to
last. Would be a shame to have this walk spoiled by cheap modern bridges
when the area keeps to the old stone we've had for ages.
Cleaning up litter, dog mess and overgrown hedges would improve the area
and make it more accessible to residents and attractive to visitors.
Easiest access with walking as possible
The wider access proposals are excellent. Much effort will be needed to
provide attractive walking routes between station and Elland town centre.
There has been much talk of many years about a station in Elland. Just get
on with it.
Providing personal security is at the top of the agenda - along with sufficient
parking and no ridiculous parking fees, then I can see nothing but benefits
with the proposal to introduce this faculty - it’s long overdue in a time of future
growth and development.
Support for improved paths and lighting
It is pleasing to see that some of the paths identified will be made brighter
and more user friendly. We do use the narrow footpath from the canal
through to Lowfields in the summer quite a bit but it is too dark and scary to
use in winter. If your plans go ahead, this will be addressed and be much
better for everyone using it.
Safe crossings. Security at station. So Feel safe waiting alone at night etc.
Places to lock bikes
I think that they are excellent. The level of detail in the display [illegible] is
excellent also. Walking to a railway station should be pleasant - not isolated,
noisy, unpleasant (car fumes) - decent footpaths and pavements are
essential. The new bridges will bring the town together. Keep cyclists moving
slowly. Work with local [illegible] on rail safety.
Elland needs a whole new walking commitment, re more signage, possible
drawings on the paths, to improve services not yet for locals, but so outsiders
know where they are going. Please involve the town if you are updating
walking path access etc. Cyclist's need a cycle lane.
As with all these proposals the devil is the detail. If the project encounters
financial pressures it is likely that things such access routes will be reduced
to compensate for over expenditure on the main project. If you want people to
use the facilities the routes to and from the station have to be: well lit, safe
both from vehicles and also from the fear of crime. Good surfaces to walk
and cycle and clear segregation from the vehicles The weakest point on the
route will be where issues are not addressed or the new proposals create
problems that didn't exist in the past i.e. poor choice of route or barriers that
make it difficult to cycle without interruption.
It would be nice to see safety and the fear of crime feature more within the
proposals, there is no mention of CCTV which should be a given, and little on
improved lighting, other than on the various underpasses/flyovers, which I
strongly support.
The proposals will encourage people to leave their cars at home
It would encourage myself and others I’m sure to leave the car at home.

Let's get out of our cars and use the footpaths. Let's get cars parked on the
pavements fined!!!
The proposals will benefit the environment
Walking and cycling is beneficial to the environment and people’s health so
improving access is an excellent idea!
Any incentive that encourages rail passengers to leave the car at home is
good! Presumably the car park will not be free.
Towns across Calderdale and Kirklees are very close together, vehicle
congestion is a huge problem as the roads are narrow and not designed for
heavy traffic. Well maintained cycle and pedestrian routes would promote
alternatives to driving. This would improve the environment by; leasing
congestion, reducing harmful emissions, reduce noise, improve air quality,
improve public health.
The proposals will help to reduce traffic
It’s exactly what is needed to reduce traffic in the area
Towns across Calderdale and Kirklees are very close together, vehicle
congestion is a huge problem as the roads are narrow and not designed for
heavy traffic. Well maintained cycle and pedestrian routes would promote
alternatives to driving. This would improve the environment by; leasing
congestion, reducing harmful emissions, reduce noise, improve air quality,
improve public health.

Suggestions and desires
Station facilities
Plenty of seating & safe shelters, staff on train to help and sell tickets as on
Settle-Carlisle etc. etc.
Primary and secondary routes
Whilst I appreciate there are proposals to improve the public realm, Century
Road is particularly unpleasant with a very industrial feel, but down as a
primary route. I think people would much prefer to pass by Morrisons on
Wistons Lane and then up past St Mary's church, which could be improved a
lot easier. At any given point in the day there are a number of fork lift trucks
driving up and down Century Road from the industrial units which is not
conducive to safe pedestrian access to Elland. Given the likely cost of a new
bridge, the bridge connection to West Vale does not appear value for money
when it would be quicker, closer and preferential for pedestrians and cyclists
to connect via Saddleworth Road, and the funding could be utilised to
improve this route and public realm.
Cost effectiveness of spend
Perhaps assess probable use of the new route from West Vale to Elland.
Would people really want to walk along the canal in darkness and are they
likely to take one of the many buses that run to Elland. This spend might not
be justified, especially if a bridge is involved. Elland town centre link should
be the emphasis of the spend, due to difficult geography and fast slip roads
at the figure of eight roundabout.
Given the likely cost of a new bridge, the bridge connection to West Vale
does not appear value for money when it would be quicker, closer and

preferential for pedestrians and cyclists to connect via Saddleworth Road,
and the funding could be utilised to improve this route and public realm.
Not everyone can walk or cycle. Improve existing infrastructure before
embarking taking on new schemes.
I suggest someone monitors the volume of cyclists and walkers who use the
station, as I feel the cost of these improvements outweighs the number of
people who will benefit. See my comments about the widening of
Salterhebble Hill, how many cyclists and walkers will actually cycle or walk up
this hill?
Parking
Any incentive that encourages rail passengers to leave the car at home is
good! Presumably the car park will not be free.
Providing personal security is at the top of the agenda - along with sufficient
parking and no ridiculous parking fees, then I can see nothing but benefits
with the proposal to introduce this faculty - it’s long overdue in a time of future
growth and development.
As long as there is ample parking available.
Improvements should be in keeping with the tone of Elland
Noticed bridge proposals over the river and canal. Would appreciate these
being added however the canal is a beautiful walk and would want any
bridges to be designed in such a way that they fit the area and are built to
last. Would be a shame to have this walk spoiled by cheap modern bridges
when the area keeps to the old stone we've had for ages.
There is a need for easy access to the proposed station
Access is key by whatever means car, bus walking and bike. The more
people that can easily access the station the more passengers there will be.
Ideally regular services but let’s just get the thing going first and grow from
there.
The Elland station must be easily accessible for walking to or close to a bus
stop. Cycling may influence commuting provided there are trains suitable to
take bicycles or there are bicycle shelters at the station.
Easier access to central Elland (by foot or by bike) would help modal shift,
and better integration with existing bus routes would also help modal shift.
There is a need for the station to be accessible
Station needs to be accessible as possible to maximise its use and so that
everyone can benefit
I don't cycle. Footpaths for walkers and wheelchair access are important to
be even to avoid accidents.
We would like our wheelchair user to have more opportunity to travel
independently and a train station in elland would enable this as buses aren’t
always accessible
Pro-cycle paths
I’m a keen cycler but feel unsafe on the roads
More protected cycle paths are required everywhere
Please separate cyclists and pedestrians / wheel users.
There is a need for good, integrated connections to the station from the town
centre and the surrounding area
Probably a bus service connecting the rail station to Elland centre.

Possible bus connection from the railway station
Easier access to central Elland (by foot or by bike) would help modal shift,
and better integration with existing bus routes would also help modal shift.
The link to the wider network doesn't seem to be strong enough, although I
do like the proposal for a route through the station.
The station needs to be perceived as being close to the centre of Elland
It is important that a new station is perceived as being 'close' to Elland,
especially the town centre and the various centres of employment (e.g.
Lowfields). If the station seems 'remote' or disconnected it will draw fewer
users.
There is a need for secure bike locks
Ensuring there are secure lockers for cycles would be helpful
Somewhere to lock up bicycles with 24/7 camera surveillance
Safe crossings. Security at station. So feel safe waiting alone at night etc.
Places to lock bikes
The Elland station must be easily accessible for walking to or close to a bus
stop. Cycling may influence commuting provided there are trains suitable to
take bicycles or there are bicycle shelters at the station.
Focus on secure cycle storage and train’s accommodating bicycles rather
than cycle lanes which are often designed and implemented dangerously
Trains should let bikes on
I would generally be walking to the station so any improvement is good. Also
myself and my husband cycle. The only drawback would be that some rains
do not let bike on and I would not be happy leaving my bike at the station
The Elland station must be easily accessible for walking to or close to a bus
stop. Cycling may influence commuting provided there are trains suitable to
take bicycles or there are bicycle shelters at the station.
Safety and security
Safe crossings. Security at station. So Feel safe waiting alone at night etc.
Places to lock bikes
Make all [illegible - bus?] routes well-lit to encourage more / safer use. Bring
bus companies into line with proposals = people, safety, lighting, getting very
close to station.
As with all these proposals the devil is the detail. If the project encounters
financial pressures it is likely that things such access routes will be reduced
to compensate for over expenditure on the main project. If you want people to
use the facilities the routes to and from the station have to be: well lit, safe
both from vehicles and also from the fear of crime. Good surfaces to walk
and cycle and clear segregation from the vehicles The weakest point on the
route will be where issues are not addressed or the new proposals create
problems that didn't exist in the past i.e. poor choice of route or barriers that
make it difficult to cycle without interruption.
Providing personal security is at the top of the agenda - along with sufficient
parking and no ridiculous parking fees, then I can see nothing but benefits
with the proposal to introduce this faculty - it’s long overdue in a time of future
growth and development.

I often return late at night from rail trips from London for work via rail. so as a
single female good lighting and a secure safe environment is key for stations
on an evening/early morning especially in the winter times
Appears to be OK on walking - but will depend on lighting etc.
Community involvement
Elland needs a whole new walking commitment i.e. more signage, possible
drawings on the paths, to improve services not yet for locals, but so outsiders
know where they are going. Please involve the town if you are updating
walking path access etc. Cyclist's need a cycle lane.

Indifference
I wouldn’t use the proposed improvements
For them able to I'm a disabled traveller
Unfortunately I’m unable to ride a bicycle due to disability
Don’t ride bikes
I didn’t really look, I live in Greetland so I would drive
I don't care! I am not going to cycle to catch a train and arrive at my
destination hot and sweaty! Walking and cycling routes are nowhere as
important as linking bus services

Negatives
General negatives
I am actually more disabled than I like to admit. I saw stuff about a station in
Elland and thought... yeah okay... but the proposals are frankly rubbish.
Criticism regarding access from Greetland / West Vale
Only minor criticism concerns access from Greetland / West Vale. The
proposed route is great but will not be an attractive route in the Autumn /
Winter months travelling to/from the station in the dark. Should an additional
route also be considered (via Elland) or better bus access provided from
West / Vale and Greetland towards the station.
Anti-bike lanes
Focus on secure cycle storage and train’s accommodating bicycles rather
than cycle lanes which are often designed and implemented dangerously
No-one will use
Much as I hate to say it, it's going to be a long time before the public abandon
their cars. Most people have not got the time to cycle or walk. I feel no more
10% would use these methods to access the location.
Proposals are too car-centric
Proposal is too car-centric.
Comments regarding the engagement exercise
I feel the posters and notices at the Brighouse consultation totally
inadequate. There should be big notices to catch the eye. Preferably around
the town e.g. 'R U interested in a new station for ELLAND'. and an
awareness that A4 signs on a wall may be invisible to people not in needing
their glasses. Good clean pictures and maps
Location is far from the centre
Location is still a trek from the town centre.

Miscellaneous
Will doggie bins be provided and who will empty them? Many dog walkers
don't even use the bins, so who will police this? Cyclists need to slow down
when approaching pedestrians and ring their bells. Many cyclists don't do
this. More accessibility means more litter and dog poo. There's only one dog
warden for the whole of Calderdale.
I have walked on the Brighouse canal many times and doesn't often seem
enough room for cyclists and pedestrians. I think they need to improve it and
make it more safe.
One of the plans refers to out of date site allocation information which does
not accord with the latest Publication Version of the Local Plan. There are
also a number of discrepancies between the documents as to which routes
are classed as primary and secondary.
Given that the station is raised up it is rather open to the elements, but the
indicative images only show one waiting shelter per platform, which should
be increased.
Not a fan of the coloured blob street art. Looks gimmicky, and public realm
can be done in a more quality way.
Zebra and pedestrian crossings should be more than an aspiration.

Appendix F: Individual email / letter responses
Each bullet point shows a verbatim record of an individual’s comments. However, where
meaning was obvious beyond reasonable doubt, minor spelling and grammar has been
corrected.
____________________________

•

I just wanted to say that I cannot wait for the Elland Station to arrive.
At the moment having to travel to Halifax or Brighouse stations at peak times
Monday to Friday on already busy roads seems ridiculous when we could have a
station of our own in Elland (which I could walk to).
Going forward this seems like a good 'green' approach to me as the roads are
only going to get busier.

•

I believe that having a railway station in Elland is a good thing. It will take a lot of
traffic off the road and bring in more trade to the town.

•

I’d like to support the plans for a railway station in Elland

•

I attended the event yesterday at Southgate Church to view the proposed station
for Elland. I was impressed with the proposal to develop a station and hope that it
moves ahead quickly.
I have over 30 years experience in rail travel and professionally I manage a
University estate. I would be willing to be involved in the project to help address
the potential issues.
I presume that you have consulted rail users or will be setting up a user group as
potential “clients” of the facility.
If you want to contact me please use my email or mobile ***********

•

Comments in relation to proposed ‘Elland Station’:
1. The proposed facilities are poor for a station that is expected to see 1.2 million
rail users per annum. If the WYCA is serious about a ‘modal shift’ away from
the private car then infrastructure needs to be provided, to make public
transport equally if not more attractive. Ideally in similar form and scale to
facilities provided at New Pudsey, Shipley & Horsforth.
2. The proposed location is poor in comparison to the alternative site at
Greetland, (New Railway Stations in North and West Yorkshire Feasibility
Study, Final Report, 4 October 2014) that has buses passing less than every
ten minutes throughout most of the day in between Huddersfield, Elland,
Stainland, Westvale, Greetland and Halifax.
3. The alternative location would also be attractive to those livening in Skircoat
Green and the lower parts of Salterhebble & Siddal as it would be as equally
close if not closer in comparison to Halifax Station. Thus improving flexibility

and increasing travel opportunities, in-turn this would also help relieve some
of the pressure of Halifax Station.
4. The proposed location prevents the installation of a bi-directional passing loop
that would allow more services to be accommodated, without impacting upon
existing passenger or freight services that impact upon capacity along this
route. A facility that could be incorporated upon the alternative site.
5. The proposed station is too short for 6 car trains, the length that the train
operator ‘Northern’ are require to run upon this route in order to meet
committed obligation 25, their ‘Train Lengthening Programme’. See page 227
of the franchise agreement available from
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/northern-rail-2016-rail-franchiseagreement, for more details.

Appendix G: Response from HADRAG

HADRAG:

The Halifax & District Rail Action Group
on the Calder Valley Line

HADRAG response to public
engagement on Elland station
June-July 2018

1

General

2

Site

3

The wider access package

As a campaigning rail users’ group centred on Halifax, Sowerby Bridge, Elland and Brighouse, HADRAG
strongly welcomes the proposals for Elland station which is a long overdue development. The station will serve
“Greater Elland” broadly covering two council wards (Elland itself, and Greetland & Stainland) and given an
attractive train service should also bring in users from parts of south Halifax. On this basis it serves a potential
catchment population equal to any of those served by stations such as Brighouse station, Sowerby bridge, or
indeed Hebden Bridge and Todmorden combined.
The station will bring in business and leisure visitors by rail, and chimes with HADRAG’s environmental
aim and with our view that rail services should be developed to provide an attractive alternative to congested
roads for the whole community, for a wide range of travel needs related to work (commuting/business),
personal, social, leisure and cultural activities. This point links to the attractive wider access proposals (see 3).
Elland station will allow full use to be made of the routes through Brighouse that opened in May 2000.
We hope that if possible Elland might open before the suggested deadline described as “by 2022”.

The time for controversy over where a train station for greater Elland should be built has long gone. This
local argument must end, and all must focus on getting the best possible solution in terms of train services and
local access at the chosen location which has been selected using criteria of buildability, operation and usage as
optimal.
The station at Lowfields Way will be well placed for the large area of housing around Elland Lane, Lower
Edge Road and Dewsbury Road. More housing is expected in the area under the draft local plan. For park & ride
access the station is adjacent to the A629 and well linked to local distributor roads. There is potential for
improved bus access from the wider area. The station is adjacent to Lowfield business park, enhancing potential
for inward commuting and business travel. It is adjacent to a local private hospital but also has massive potential
with connecting road services to act as an interchange for access to the NHS hospitals Calderdale Royal Hospital
and Huddersfield Royal Infirmary.
The chosen location is greatly enhanced by the wider access package (see below).
We see this as an exciting element enhancing the overall scheme, benefitting local leisure travel
(walking, cycling) in the Calder Valley as well as promoting sustainable access to the railway station itself. In

speaking out locally for rail improvement

HADRAG, page 2
terms of topography this is perhaps the best part of Calderdale in which to promote increased cycling for work
and leisure. The proposed three new bridges over river and canal are transformative in promoting sustainable
access. The proposed link from Greetland and Clay House via a river bridge to the canal towpath is very
welcome. It should greatly enhance existing leisure routes for walkers and cyclists, as well as promoting
sustainable commuting.

4

Critical issues and suggestions

4.1

Need for high quality, frequent train services including fast link to Leeds

The rail service offer must be attractive. There are serious issues with the present service over the two
routes over the Brighouse corridor on which Elland is located. Direct trains Leeds-Dewsbury-Brighouse overtake
trains running via Bradford in both directions, effectively reducing the Leeds-Brighouse 2 trains/hr frequency
specified in the franchise Train Service Requirement to 1/hr: this should not be acceptable.
As a minimum, baseline requirement, the train operators and Network Rail must be persuaded:
• to resolve the “overtaking issue” (above)
• to ensure that all trains scheduled to all at Brighouse from the 2019 timetable onwards are also able
to call at Elland, ensuring that the provision of a decent service at the station does not require a
further major re-write of the timetable. This also implies that the Grand Central services to London
could call at Elland. We hope they will do so.
The Brighouse line is currently served by two segments of the Calder Valley Line service calling at most
stations en route:
• hourly Leeds-Dewsbury-Brighouse(-Elland)-Rochdale-Manchester(-Southport); this service currently
runs Mon-Sat only, but needs also to operate Sundays to meet the need for leisure travel along the
length of the Calder Valley and beyond
• hourly Leeds-Bradford-Halifax-(Elland-)Brighouse-Huddersfield (7 days/week)
Low Moor station, which opened in 2017, is on a line with 4 trains per hour but only one at present stops.
This should not be acceptable for Low Moor and must not be acceptable for Elland. We would like to see an
enhanced service over the Elland/Brighouse corridor when Elland station opens and hope the following will be
considered:
• Enhanced services over both Bradford-Halifax-Huddersfield and upper Calderdale-Brighouse-Leeds
corridors. The eventual aim should be 4 trains/hour through Elland and Brighouse serving the Halifax,
upper Calderdale, Huddersfield and Mirfield “arms” of which two should take the direct route EllandBrighouse-Leeds.
Specific possibilities include:
• Fast running Brighouse-Leeds. Non-stop journey time is 17 minutes and in practice 20 minutes is
feasible (23 minutes from Elland) with one intermediate stop Brighouse-Leeds. (Current fastest
journey time by stopping service Brighouse-Leeds is 31 min.) If Manchester-Elland-Brighouse-Leeds
trains did this, other services would be required to maintain service frequency at intermediate stops
Mirfield-Cottingley. Additional services Halifax-Elland-Brighouse-Leeds could meet this need.
• Upper Calderdale-Huddersfield service, which could start from Manchester (via Rochdale) or from
Preston/Blackburn accommodating demand for educational, work and leisure travel etc.
NOTE: It is hoped that the TransPennine Route Upgrade now expected to start next year on the Huddersfield
Line will provide additional tracks or track capacity facilitating an enhanced service over the Elland Brighouse
line which links at Huddersfield/Mirfield.

For rail development along the Calder Valley lines in West Yorkshire and the Pennines
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4.2

Pedestrian links and cycle provision

(a) challenge of providing attractive pedestrian links between station and Elland town, particularly
alongside road – clever designs needed!
(b) Use of the wider access provisions by cyclist must be encouraged by means of

4.2

•

Local promotion of safe cycling through public information, working with schools etc

•

High quality, adequate provision of secure cycle storage at station.

•

Possible provision for charging of electric bikes.

•

Possible cycle-hire scheme at station, encouraging visitors’ use of bikes.

•

Whilst many cyclists may be happy to park bikes at the station, train services must allow
bikes on board at free or minimal cost without need to book in advance. (The type of prereservation system now imposed by TransPennine Express should not be acceptable.)

Car parking at station

We hope most train users from the area will be encouraged to walk, cycle, or use bus links (see below)
to access the station. But recent conversations confirm that there is an expectation that a large amount of railusers’ car parking should be provided. We hope therefore that:
•

Car park design will maximise use of the available space.

•

There should be provision to allow decked parking (2 or more storeys) to be added in the future.

•

The possibility of partnership arrangements to share parking with nearby businesses might be
considered. Could there be some overspill parking at roadside in Lowfields Way?

In addition:
• Charging points for electric cars should be provided.

4.3

Provision for bus and minibus services

Lack of obvious provision for bus drop-off in the initial plans is disappointing. We would not expect local
bus services such as the 503 Halifax-Huddersfield to divert onto the station site, nor would this be particularly
useful. However, we think the station has clear potential to be linked with the surrounding area by new minibus
services picking up and dropping off on the station site. Whilst we are aware of potential obstacles we hope bus
operators and other partners can be brought together to deliver the following:
(a) A new local minibus network, or perhaps a single circular route linking the wider parts of Elland,
Greetland and Stainland with town centre, station and Lowfields. The idea would be not just to
take people to the station but provide an attractive, friendly, environmentally sound alternative to
car travel for journeys around the locality.
(b) Elland station as railhead for access to local NHS hospitals. The station will be about half way
between Calderdale Royal Hospital and Huddersfield Royal Infirmary (both within Calderdale &
Huddersfield NHS Trust). Each hospital site will be within 10 min. drive of the station, helped by
completion of current A629 road improvements. We would like to see the new station used as a
railhead for hospital staff, visitors and patients, particularly those coming in from upper Calderdale.
There could be minibuses waiting at the station to take people to CRH and HRI. The basis of this
might a development of the existing private shuttle bus operated for staff and patients between the
two hospital sites by the Trust.
We hope that both ideas (a) and (b) will be pursued.
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Use of low/zero-emission buses should be encouraged.

4.4

Access, retailing and other arrangements around the station site

The arrangements proposed are generally impressive, and the additional stepped pedestrian entrances
at the west end of the platforms are welcome. Some specific points:
•

The train operating company will need to provide at least two ticket vending machines on each platform
(or at least one at each of the four entrances).

•

Given the current franchise proposal to provide partial staffing at Brighouse it would be logical to
assume similar for Elland. Provision for some form of staff accommodation may therefore be required.

•

The use of lifts for to provide step-free access is noted. For obvious reasons the provision of ramps in
addition would be desirable.

•

Main access between the two platforms will be via the existing Lowfields Way road under-bridge. The
bridge is quite wide and may have space for a ramp rising within its arch. This would give a more directfeeling access from the main entrance and car park to the platform on the north side. We hope this
might be considered as part of the detailed design work. Whatever the solution there needs to be a
segregation of passengers moving between the sides of the station from traffic in Lowfields Way.

•

Disabled parking and general drop-off/pick-up areas need to be as close as possible to the east end of
the site where Lowfields Way goes under the railway. This should avoid access to the far platform being
unduly indirect. An additional drop off-point might be considered on the north side close to the lift.

JSW
12.vii.18

(as discussed at HADRAG committee meeting 9.vii.18
and based on the group’s existing policies)
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Appendix H: Response from the Campaign for Better Transport

Campaign for Better Transport,
West & North Yorkshire Branch, Rail Group
26 July 2018
Rail Consultation Team,
West Yorkshire Combined Authority,
Wellington House,
40-50 Wellington Street,
Leeds,
LS1 2DE
Dear Madam and Sir,

Representation Regarding Proposed New Station at Elland
We welcome the opportunity to contribute to this preliminary consultation, and applaud the
attempts evident to propose the new station alongside a package of improved accessibility
measures. We submit the following considerations warrant further addressing:
1. The location of this proposed new heavy rail station is advantageous compared to the
other two currently proposed new rail stations in West Yorkshire at White Rose and
Thorpe Park as it is more likely to cater for the longer distance mass trips that heavy rail is
best suited to handle. As such in the allocation of West Yorkshire Transport Plus funds it
should be given priority. We remind you that the January 2015 WYCA New Stations Study
identified Elland as one of four stations with greatest potential for patronage, and the other
three were Crosshills, ‘East Leeds’ and Haxby.
2. The location of the proposed station on the West Yorkshire rail network offers opportunities
to link the greater Elland area to a diverse range of employment, leisure, educational and
health service centres in Bradford, Halifax, Huddersfield, Manchester and Wakefield. There
are very few new station locations elsewhere in West Yorkshire that could afford rail access
to such a large and diverse range of places. This will occur, however, only if rail services to
these locations actually do stop at the proposed Elland station. The tentative nature at
present of what services might stop at Elland and the frequency of their services is
understandable but also a regrettable uncertainty at this stage of consultation. Services that
stop only once per hour are just not acceptable from a passenger perspective: those that do
stop need to stop at least twice per hour in line with the WYCA target. Further all trains that
do pass through Elland need to stop there. The timetabling feasibility of 2tph and the range
of services stopping at Elland needs urgent and substantial investigation and agreement by
the TOCs, Network Rail and WYCA. This need sorting out before the pursuit of any
business case.
3. The location of the proposed station adjacent to a section of the existing track elevated to
cross the river Calder and next to the trunk A629 road between Halifax and Huddersfield
poses both challenges and opportunities. Challenges include the platform level will require
the use of lifts for all but the fittest, car parking provision, the risks of flooding and soft
ground conditions, accessibility, and the spatial location of other development.
Opportunities are offered by both the existing and potential bus, cycle and pedestrian
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accessibility, and the possibilities to gain some modal shift from private car to rail. These
challenges and opportunities we address in the following paragraphs.
4. We think the amount of car parking being proposed is nothing like enough, and, given the
configuration of the site, suggest that a multi-storey car park should be built alongside the
south platform from the outset, and believe it would pose practically no visual intrusion
lying between a rail embankment and a road viaduct. Parts of the A629 road from Halifax to
Huddersfield via Ainley Top (M62 junction) are heavily congested at peak hours and a rail
provision at the Elland site would afford an opportunity to attract some of that road traffic
to use the rail connections to Bradford, Halifax, Huddersfield, Leeds, Manchester and
Wakefield that the services potentially stopping at Elland would offer. Slip roads from the
A629 are already present. Hence we believe part of the operation of the site should be
viewed as a rail Park-and-Ride. The evidence at other recently opened rail stations (Apperley
Bridge, Kirkstall Forge & Low Moor) is that the amount of car parking required has been
underestimated substantially. A 150 parking places car park would have a negligible impact
on road traffic flows on the main local roads and fill not much more than just two carriages
of a single train: to be an effective Park & Ride much greater parking provision is required.
Car parking ought to be capable of provision at a tariff that just pays for the costs of its
provision and upkeep, and so additional car parking provision should be neutral to the
business case for the new station. The tariff also needs to be set such that it deters use by
persons accessing nearby businesses or a health centre rather than the railway. With a
multi-storey car park it should be possible to provide ‘at-level’ access to the south side
platform. Any car park at the proposed site is going to need protection and accommodation
of the ferocity in flow and flooding of the river Calder after heavy rainfall.
5. Our understanding is that investigation of the sub-surface conditions at the proposed site
have yet to be conducted. This we consider very unwise given the experience of the Low
Moor station construction and the electrification of the Manchester-Blackburn route.
Lumping in a great big contingency in the business case development, in lieu of sound site
investigation, is unacceptable: it warps the business case compared to other rival uses of
public funds. Under the site of the proposed platforms (does the existing embankment need
extending?) and the proposed car park there could be anything from river silt to rock. A
thorough geophysical investigation is required at this stage to avoid unanticipated ground
conditions emerging as occurred at Low Moor.
6. The proposed site of this new station is immediately adjacent to the river Calder which two
and half years ago was sufficiently ferocious and debris laden in flood to damage severely
one of the main bridges into Elland (between Halifax Road and the B6114). A thorough flood
risk assessment of the proposed site is required at an early stage.
7. The proposed site is immediately next to a modern road-dependant industrial estate
(Lowfields Business Park) which has a low quality of bus service even along the main service
road of Lower Edge Road. This Park is penetrated only by the E3 bus service which operates
8 times a day but not before 8:00am nor after 4:00pm which is hardly conducive to use by
employees at the site. The Lower Edge Road is served by a combination of the 257/258
Brighouse-Elland bus service which offers 6 buses a day each way but not before 10:25am
nor after 5:00pm, and the X78/78 bus service between Halifax, Elland Huddersfield Road and
Brighouse with the 78 being two school services and the limited stop X78 offering 20
services a day between 05:50 and 19:55 hours (Halifax departures) and effectively an hourly
service in the mornings and a half-hourly service in the afternoons/early evenings. With such
an erratic and infrequent bus service, it is not surprising the Lowfields Business Park has all
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the characteristics of car dependency. The proposed Elland Rail Station offers an opportunity
to attract some current car users who have destinations within the Business Park that are
within 1km of the rail station. It has to be recognised also that the main bus service passing
the proposed rail station does not connect directly to the centre of Elland and instead runs
along the A629 directly to and from Halifax. Further, it has to be recognised that the
proposed rail station has the potential to abstract patronage from the marginal bus services
that serve the Lower Edge Road area.
8. Examination of the extant bus services in the vicinity of the proposed Elland rail station
suggests that apart from the X78, the 537 and 501/503 services reach the junction of the
A629 with Elland Riorges Link Road but then turn to/from Halifax in the case of the 537 and
to/from Ainley Top and Huddersfield in the case of the 501/503. To provide a direct link
between the proposed Elland rail station and the centre of Elland these bus services need to
be induced to enter the rail station concourse, otherwise the retail centre of Elland has no
bus connection to the proposed rail station. The other bus services heading east from
Elland’s retail centre use the Dewsbury Road and apart from the very marginal E3 service get
nowhere near the proposed rail station.
9. The proposed Elland rail station is very close to the Spire Elland private hospital and offers
improved access to the major public Royal Calderdale Hospital at Salterhebble which is
about 2.5 miles distant. This proposed station does not appear to afford any improvements
or opportunities for less car travel to primary or secondary schools. It is difficult to see how
access would be improved to the local mainstream secondary schools of Brighouse High
School, Park Lane Academy, Rastrick High School, Ravenscliffe High School or The
Brooksbank School. Have dedicated School Bus services from the proposed rail station to
any of these secondary schools been considered?
10. Accessibility of the proposed Elland rail station to surrounding residential areas also needs
careful consideration. The residential areas of Elland tend to be located to the west of its
retail centre, and the proposed rail station might be expected to attract patronage from
West Vale, Hullen Edge, Greetland, and Holywell Green which are all essentially to the west
of the retail centre of Elland. Hence regular, reliable and punctual bus connections from
areas west of Elland retail centre to the proposed Elland rail station are highly desirable.
What we find at present is that a series of bus services from these areas exist but terminate
in the Elland retail centres (Service numbers 343, 503, 537, 564, E7). The conclusion we
suggest is that all these services should extend through the Elland retail centre and
terminate at a bus station in the concourse of the proposed Elland rail station. We see no
provision for this in the current proposals such that there is a serious lack of integration of
public transport services. Turning attention to the residential areas to the east of the
proposed Elland rail station, there is a block of residential provision in the area known as
Elland Lower Edge: much of this is within a 1km walking distance of the proposed Elland rail
station and may be expected to find the station attractive for commuting to employment
opportunities outside the Elland area. This is not a very large residential area, and the next
substantial residential area to the east is Rastrick which would rely on the X78 bus service,
and if travelling by rail would already rely on that bus service to access the extant Brighouse
rail station. We believe there are some residential development proposals between Elland
Lower Edge and Rastrick but these are unlikely to be within walking distance of the proposed
Elland rail station and so likely to be unsustainable in transport terms. Residential areas
north and south of the proposed Elland rail station lie in southern Halifax and north-western
Huddersfield at distances and gradients that make pedestrian access most unlikely but bus
or car/van access is feasible (and hence the need for substantial car parking provision). The
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upshot from these paragraphs concerning accessibility to date is that we have not detected
any substantial analysis of the local bus network and find the lack of substantial provision for
a bus terminal in the proposed rail station unacceptable. So a thorough analysis is required
working alongside bus operators of how the bus network should be re-configured and the
internal layout of the site re-thought to make the proposed Elland railway station a
transport interchange hub. One might even see it as a Park-and-Ride site for bus and rail
services into Halifax and Huddersfield.
11. As part of preparation for this consultation, we would have liked to have found an initial
assessment available of the extent to which modal substitution was anticipated, and the
amount of abstraction of demand from existing public transport provision (especially from
Brighouse rail station services and the X78 bus service) that was estimated.
12. We vary much welcome the attention that has clearly been paid to improving the pedestrian
and cycling accessibility to the proposed Elland rail station and generally around the Elland
retail centre. The proposals are ones we endorse whole heartedly but we consider the
cycling proposals need to be made more explicit and distinguished from the pedestrian
proposals.
13. We think a consultation should not include a travel survey as was happening here. Basic
travel to work information is available to WYCA (but not the public) from the 2011 National
Census, and further understanding of travel demand in the Elland area should have been to
hand to inform the development of proposals before they are brought to consultation. We
very much doubt that a statistically randomised survey can be obtained from those who
attend public consultants or access consultations via websites. Consequently the results will
be of dubious validity and generalisable.
14. We reserve our strongest criticism for last. We have not detected any consideration or
assessment, in all the documentation issued for the proposed Elland railway station, of its
impact on carbon, NOx, particulate matter, noise or light emissions. Here we believe you
are missing part of the case for the proposed Elland rail station. Further you are likely to fall
foul of the Climate Change Act and recent Supreme Court rulings. We suggest this requires
your urgent rectification.
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Appendix I: Feedback from public drop-in sessions
This document contains a series of notes that were written by West Yorkshire Combined
Authority and Calderdale Council staff as a reflection of comments made by attendees at the
public drop-in sessions. The comments were made in verbal conversation rather than being
written and are therefore not a verbatim record.

General support
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall the feedback was very positive with unanimous support for the new
station.
Generally really positive feedback again. People were pleased with the
information presented and that plans were developing now.
Generally supportive comments. Calderdale councillors were present and
emphasised their policy of reducing car travel and increasing walking/cycling
– note the role of this project in achieving this
Really positive feedback overall. Vast majority of people were supportive of
the proposals and they were pleased to see something being done at last
We had two representatives from HADRAG attend, both supportive of the
work being done.
Support the station – bus service now just 1bph, this will help get about more.
Support the improvements to Riverside Park.
Support the cycleway and improvements to Riverside Park.
Supportive comments from a local business – workers live in Elland and travel
to Brighouse, good for them.
Marshalls business interested in new station proposal. It’s good from a
business perspective, not just the residents of Calderdale (Halifax, Elland...)
Almost everyone positive (or very positive) about the proposals.
A lot of positive feedback on public realm proposals
Labour Councillor very supportive – some concern about if the access
package strengthens or weakens the business case for the station. Very
supportive of improvements to park and adjoining area.
Support for the wider access package – good to see joined up thinking.

Support for the bridges
•
•
•

People feel bridges will get a lot of use, even if the station wasn’t there
Resident regularly travels to West Vale, the bridges will make this an
easier/nicer walk.
Local business – staff likely make use of bridges during lunch time walks
(note, look at encouraging staff in to town centre on lunch).

Access Package suggestions
•
•

Segregated cycle / footpaths – would like clear lines to distinguish sides, as
elderly people get frightened and can’t hear bike bells as clearly
Link out of Lowfields for cyclists should be looked in to further – connect to
towpath

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Signage is key
One person felt proposals were not in keeping with Elland (too much colour,
Elland is more traditional, will lose feel of the town), however others disagreed
Keen on idea of social areas
Could put little bridge behind Colliers bar, may not be secure. Should look at
this area in more detail
Regeneration of Elland is key
People feel there should be some business contributions towards public realm
Marshalls business attended engagement event in Halifax. Said their staff go
for walks round park at the moment but does not have a nice feel and is not
encouraging people to be active at lunch
It will important that it doesn’t take longer than ten minutes to walk from the
station to the centre of Elland... This will be important to residents and
businesses for employment / access.
Need to ensure highway improvements make it easier / safer to cross the
roundabout on foot/bike

Activities for young people
•
•
•

Build a skate park in the park – help to improve security there.
A lot of people discussed potential skateboard park in Riverside park as being
an additional potential proposal
Need to do something for kids in the area

Safety and security
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Century Road – underpass – people feel very unsafe in this area. Would not
walk there in the evening in current state
Police asked if bringing in crime reduction officers during planning process to
ensure designs reduce crime as much as possible
Point raised of anti-social behaviour under fly-over and in Riverside Park.
Make sure enough lighting, CCTV in place to make people feel safe.
BTP called in, noted this was a trespass hotspot at present.
Some concern about keeping travellers out of the car park
Vandalism / derelict buildings would be good to be addressed
Vandalism of public art may be big issue in the area (Facebook group in
Elland called ‘tag first’)
A lot of anti-social behaviour at Morrisons

Car parking – not enough
•
•
•
•

People feel not enough car parking space
Provide more parking, either decked or on another plot nearby
160 spaces not enough, need to look at decking. This wasn’t supported by all
those present, response from other board member was to promote cycling
walking and not let parking drive the project.
A couple of concerns with regards to car parking – e.g. not enough, wasn’t the
plan to deck the car park? Passive provision for another parking site?

Car parking - adequate
•

Parking is adequate

Car parking – too much
•

Explicit concerns that the car park is too big

Station facilities
•
•
•

More seating and more shelter required in designs
Make sure car park and station equipment is futureproof – ie contactless
technology.
Provide toilets at the station.

Station infrastructure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concern that 125m platforms aren’t long enough.
Cycle racks at station – lighting is key for people to feel bikes are safe
Bike ramp on steps to station would be good in case lifts break, so cyclists
can roll bike up
Are the lifts going to be reliable considering no ramps as an alternative?
Ramps preferable to lifts. Can we provide ramped access at the river side
where the level change is less?
Supportive, provide a ramp in the stairs to get bikes to/from the platforms so
cyclists don’t have to rely on the lifts.
With persons of reduced mobility in mind - think about lift sizes, platform
access on to trains (particularly as the station is unstaffed), provision of drop
off / pick up points.
Cross platform access should be separate from Lowfields Way pavement –
build a footpath in to the embankment.

Station location
•
•
•

•

Build the station in Greetland – bigger car park available here.
Comment that Greetland may turn out to be the better site as it’s not on an
embankment.
One or two comments that the station would be better built in Greetland.
The couple of comments that the station should be located closer to
Greetland.

Freight
•
•
•

Provide a freight rail link instead.
Will Lowfields businesses be able to access freight services from the station?
Freight – mentioned in first info board but nowhere else

Rail services
•
•

Would like to see Grand Central call at Elland to give London links.
Quite a lot of people asked if the Grand Central London service would call at
the station. A few mentioned Marshalls’s head office is in Lowfield business
park (they would be supportive)

Buses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A lot of people discussing buses. Would like 503 to go round dumbbell
roundabout and stop outside station
Provide an access bus from the station to the town centre.
Supportive, suggest a shuttle bus is put on to/from the town centre
Provide a mini-bus service to the two hospitals from the station.
Move the existing bus stop from under the A629 closer to the station.
Reduce car parking provision to provide a bus stop in the site. Pedestrians /
bus passengers shouldn’t be treated as a lower priority than car users.
Some asked what had happened to the proposed bus interchange in the
station or can bus access be improved (possible fix would be if we could
persuade First to run the 503 service in the Halifax/West Vale direction via the
dumb-bell roundabout).
503 bus stop – pigeons under bridge causing issues for people standing
under… would be good to move

Connectivity
•

Station has potential to play an important role in connections to Kirklees and
Calderdale hospitals – NHS mobility clinic nearby in Lowfields.

Accessibility
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NHS wheelchair group have meetings in Elland so will likely be a lot of
wheelchair users at the station (taxi from Hebden Bridge to Elland is £45)
Wheelchair users would prefer ramps to lifts. If has to be lifts, may require
larger lifts than what is planned
Would be best if platform design is level with trains so ramps / assistance is
not required to get on to the train
Bridges – confirm will be ramps / accessible for wheelchair users
Route 66 is used by wheelchair users
Century Road is key route for wheelchair users
Would like to know if disabled pass will work on train
Exley road link – steps here and no access for wheelchair users

Timescales
•
•

Concern regarding timescales for delivery – why are we wasting time doing
more studies when these have been done before? Just build it.
Everyone wanted to know when the station would open.

•

When is the new station going to be built was a question asked on more than
one occasion, with responses provided c.2020/21. This was accepted with no
opposition or negativity towards timescales.

Miscellaneous
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider reopening Century Road to traffic. Why was it closed in the first
place?
Provide free rail travel for concession card holders.
Interest in the other parcels of land, i.e. what is happening with them?
Housing developments? Impact on new station / residents.
Note risk of flooding on second Lowfields Way site (where potential overflow
car park could be built).
Floods at junction at bottom of dumbbell roundabout at hospital. 1ft water at
times, but can cross to other side and walk that way
Is rail really worth investing in, do we need to look at modern solutions
Only other criticisms raised were around the cost (and how it’s increased from
the last time this was looked at),
Supportive the station but concern over increased traffic locally.
Make sure the bridges are child proof – ie children can’t fall in to the
river/canal.

Engagement materials and process
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A few comments on how professional the materials looked and how well set
up the event was
Plans should have road names / key buildings / river identified clearly
Bigger posters at bus stations. Elderly people with poor vision would have
struggled to see the A4 posters
Brighouse is called Civic Hall, not Civic Centre, to local people
Provide bigger plans that are easier to read.
Need bigger posters next time.
Add north point to aerial CGI to help people understand where it is. Add road
names to other plans.
People requested for the access package to be promoted more as a lot of
people are impressed with the proposals

